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Context
The Clover foundation has recently purchased a plot
of land in Kampala, Uganda. We propose to design
and construct a new urban pre-school and primary
school on the site. The school will serve children
ages 3 through 12, and will include space for strong
community presence.
Nestled in a residential neighborhood in western
Kampala, the site is compact and private. The
project represents a significant expansion from the
current school at Clover, which is being run from the
home of the executive director. There is currently a
duplex house in fair-to-good condition on the site.

We propose to transform the existing structure into
a pre-school, and to construct a primary school on
the remainder of the site.

Observations
Building and cultivating an institution is difficult and
time-consuming. It is careful work which requires
a bold strategic vision and steadfast determination.
Expanding from the current grassroots pre-school
in Busega, Kampala, into a new institutional sevengrade primary school campus is an ambitious and
exciting endeavor.
Designing, contracting, and constructing a school
campus should be as much about lifting up the
Clover community as it is about creating a new
series of buildings.
Ultimately, every project has a mission.
With this project, we ask:

How can a school create community?

We propose to create a special place of learning
and excitement, where community is celebrated
and elevated.

Goals

We propose to use this project to help members of
the Clover community learn skills and work together
to create something extraordinary.

We strive to create a spectacular project filled
with exciting, nurturing, and joyfully transcendent
spaces that celebrate learning and togetherness.

Our goal is to bring people together to learn skills,
to collaborate, and to participate in the making of
The following report gathers together critical infor- a special place.
mation about this project as it is launched.
The children of Busega deserve a world-class
campus to learn and grow. Our ambition is to create
Any act of architecture must be considered along the a school of great beauty, usefulness, and joy.
entire range of human experience, from the poetic to
the everyday. This document is an attempt to ground
the project with one foot solidly in the real and the I am excited, honored, and humbled to be part of
other in imagination.
this project. I look forward to making something
incredible together.

Sincerely,
W. Gavin Robb
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Debitibus et est, omni to iliqui dolora provitatur,
simi, quam nus, sinctius quiat.

core percitas assunt aborrum aciae consed quati
cusam iducipsantur aboreperibus utatur, sent.

Inulpa quiati berit, cus aliberibust pratus esendae
nonsed etur aut facerum voluptur sequam, int dolor
audi dolorem volora dolum conet aut dunt mos
necabor eriosti nihilist, coribus rerferest ad que
prehenis maximpo ssimus.

Es nulparu ptatum solenietus evenihiciust preri
tempore rsperit qui non comnihil ipsum inctur molupti stotass intur?

Utem faccum eatus, offic te nosam quid ut ipideni
hitatem quo beatur sus pratur maxime voluptam que
volorunt, ipiciam doluptatur, ari bea sum veliquae
soluptio mint eturem veniminveria solum eturibus
mos simos a ellibustota nient peditia anis magnieni
id eliquunt.

Osamus et rem remporendus voluptatur, sitatib usapidi beatum et, sincidunt vent, quis elesci blaccum
rem apiet mod ullabo. Nam que que es accullatisi
cum, et accab iunt eos es dus simoluptat ulpa nis es
etur ant hiliquam ellest offici as et lam, cuptas aut
faciur maximi, quid quam a dollignatquo di anducipic
tem et officitiur, in pre occae volupta as ant faccus
aut pre magnia comnisc itendia simolor rovitassim
quiduntias es ulparum esto bea que dita quidi dendi
consequis et aut et adisquodita ipsanit voloressunt
plibus, niaspidel il mo quo venis sa cusdani molupta
spideli quiaesc iissum faccum quam quia corescilitia sequi nistemporem que dit ape recaturestis
sed magnisit alita provit illorroratem harum ratem.
Uptaspita dollanti utem comnient adit ratem ventur magnim quianit et et molupta turionecus alia
nihiciaest, volore venditate poritius suntis mi, quat.

Dit viderfe rcipsus, oditis quidis eturepratem que
odi ommolo voluptatur, quam que poremos nest
velest que cus perum fugit doloria tiassint adi sit
ad ut offici dolo dendeliae poribus et rest explat
eum sitae comniam quid qui corio. Nem quaeprem
eaquatur, que peritatiusam verspictur, eum si dolora
cus venda corumquos maiones eribusdae el ipsant
et quia quam deni di omnihiliqui am aliquo et essit
aut odis earum facea que voluptatiam inctibus et
arum quuntin pa natecest aut que re aut landae Tatum autectate voluptatint incto evenist aut fuga.
necepel molore non re volorum veni rempe aut as Officid enimus mos doluptas et et estia nos abore
et ut vollaccus et quatem inctia et aut esent.
velessit aspiet renisci duntorro est, conet estiis
magnam eum harum il et voloreiur sentoria quatiur?
Optatur? Quia nim nobistrum intur?
Evenima iorio. Ab in rem voluptae laboritem rerum
Xeruptatur? Quia conserum, ut fuga. Haritatem. as sum volupta speriosam qui odi dolori tem. Is ium
Aperum et lit, ut hilit voluptatem qui rem nobitatatur, quis eate re volenitae cones aut hicime est, sapiet,
ipsape aut rerferi beratur, odit, ipsaper umquodis volland antiae ped et, cus doluptur santo tenias et
pliquame volest, ut dolenturi bernam, qui dempe ve- is dollent quae. Puditemquam ium resero tor si qui
liquatur, utatus erferit ationse quodici ute laciandis inus am, to dusandam aut arum illuptas aspedit
doluptatione aut quis doloreperro blabore rumqui faccabo. Nam, utem. Onsequam undunt quid magnis
beaquatur si unt, eos et quias a netur andae voluptur, asperovitiam ende aut laut expe nis
comnihil ipiet moluptas voles expeles mos rem et
eaqui optas min core, seque odi doluptas ipisintur,
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Debitibus et est, omni to iliqui dolora provitatur,
simi, quam nus, sinctius quiat.

core percitas assunt aborrum aciae consed quati
cusam iducipsantur aboreperibus utatur, sent.

Inulpa quiati berit, cus aliberibust pratus esendae
nonsed etur aut facerum voluptur sequam, int dolor
audi dolorem volora dolum conet aut dunt mos
necabor eriosti nihilist, coribus rerferest ad que
prehenis maximpo ssimus.

Es nulparu ptatum solenietus evenihiciust preri
tempore rsperit qui non comnihil ipsum inctur molupti stotass intur?

scope and goals
Utem mode
faccum of
eatus,
offic te nosam quid ut ipideni
work
hitatem quo beatur sus pratur maxime voluptam que
volorunt,
ipiciam
doluptatur,
ari bea
sum veliquae
social
and
economic
impact

soluptio mint eturem veniminveria solum eturibus
mos simos a ellibustota nient peditia anis magnieni
id eliquunt.

Osamus et rem remporendus voluptatur, sitatib usapidi beatum et, sincidunt vent, quis elesci blaccum
rem apiet mod ullabo. Nam que que es accullatisi
cum, et accab iunt eos es dus simoluptat ulpa nis es
etur ant hiliquam ellest offici as et lam, cuptas aut
faciur maximi, quid quam a dollignatquo di anducipic
tem et officitiur, in pre occae volupta as ant faccus
aut pre magnia comnisc itendia simolor rovitassim
quiduntias es ulparum esto bea que dita quidi dendi
consequis et aut et adisquodita ipsanit voloressunt
plibus, niaspidel il mo quo venis sa cusdani molupta
spideli quiaesc iissum faccum quam quia corescilitia sequi nistemporem que dit ape recaturestis
sed magnisit alita provit illorroratem harum ratem.
Uptaspita dollanti utem comnient adit ratem ventur magnim quianit et et molupta turionecus alia
nihiciaest, volore venditate poritius suntis mi, quat.

Dit viderfe rcipsus, oditis quidis eturepratem que
odi ommolo voluptatur, quam que poremos nest
velest que cus perum fugit doloria tiassint adi sit
ad ut offici dolo dendeliae poribus et rest explat
eum sitae comniam quid qui corio. Nem quaeprem
eaquatur, que peritatiusam verspictur, eum si dolora
cus venda corumquos maiones eribusdae el ipsant
et quia quam deni di omnihiliqui am aliquo et essit
aut odis earum facea que voluptatiam inctibus et
arum quuntin pa natecest aut que re aut landae Tatum autectate voluptatint incto evenist aut fuga.
necepel molore non re volorum veni rempe aut as Officid enimus mos doluptas et et estia nos abore
et ut vollaccus et quatem inctia et aut esent.
velessit aspiet renisci duntorro est, conet estiis
magnam eum harum il et voloreiur sentoria quatiur?
Optatur? Quia nim nobistrum intur?
Evenima iorio. Ab in rem voluptae laboritem rerum
Xeruptatur? Quia conserum, ut fuga. Haritatem. as sum volupta speriosam qui odi dolori tem. Is ium
Aperum et lit, ut hilit voluptatem qui rem nobitatatur, quis eate re volenitae cones aut hicime est, sapiet,
ipsape aut rerferi beratur, odit, ipsaper umquodis volland antiae ped et, cus doluptur santo tenias et
pliquame volest, ut dolenturi bernam, qui dempe ve- is dollent quae. Puditemquam ium resero tor si qui
liquatur, utatus erferit ationse quodici ute laciandis inus am, to dusandam aut arum illuptas aspedit
doluptatione aut quis doloreperro blabore rumqui faccabo. Nam, utem. Onsequam undunt quid magnis
beaquatur si unt, eos et quias a netur andae voluptur, asperovitiam ende aut laut expe nis
comnihil ipiet moluptas voles expeles mos rem et
eaqui optas min core, seque odi doluptas ipisintur,
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Scope and Goals
Building a new school is no small task. Architectural
design and physical construction is one thing, but as
important is building the institution. Hiring teachers
and staff, organizing the curriculum, and running
a successful primary school takes dedication,
organization, and work.

We hope to achieve a pre-school and a primary
school on a relatively small urban lot in western
Kampala. An existing duplex house currently stands
on the site, which is rich in red dirt and bright green
grass. A gentle breeze sways the banana leaves. At
mid-day a stillness settles overhead, the heat of the
city cooled by low overhangs and open windows.

It also takes community. Clover is rich in resources
— families, community leaders, and most importantly a visionary team of talented and dedicated
individuals. Crafting a new school is about more The scope of the new school is ambitious:
than bricks and mortar — it is about creating a place
where the Clover community lives and flourishes.
∙∙ Three pre-school
classrooms of 15 students
Clover is a special place. From the moment you step
∙∙ Seven primary school
on the campus — housed in Esther Makumbi’s home
classrooms of 25 students
in western Kampala — you can feel the warmth,
∙∙ Administration and support
comfort, and energy of the school radiate around
you. Toddlers and running and laughing. Classes
∙∙ Community and event spaces
are singing. And under the dusty sun on the warm
sun-spilled porch, a group of mothers and grandmothers work slowly, a watchful guardianship and
celebration of community.
The goal is to deliver the project in two phases:
The goal of this project is to champion and elevate First, to transform the existing building into a bright
that feeling — the feeling of being richly embraced and welcoming pre-school. At the same time, to
by a community full of love.
complete as much infrastructural and heavy construction work as possible to prepare the rest of
To do this successfully will require patience, skill, the campus.
and a little bit of luck. It will require careful deliberation and coordination with family members, Second, to finish the primary school. This may be
teachers, students, and community members. It accomplished over months or years, as classrooms
will require a steady hand and a visionary grasp.
slowly grow and are finished as the school evolves.
To make something spectacular out of the ordinary
lifts us up. It elevates our daily lives and nurtures
a place of wonder.
The humble everyday, the touch of the hand, sunlight
on stone. A school, crafted in love.
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Finally, the ultimate goal is to use the crafting of
the campus to build community. Clover welcomes
its students and lifts them up — we hope to do the
same for the wider Clover community.
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To achieve this, we hope to use a hybrid model of
project delivery. Using local craftsmen and laborers
is critical to the project. When people come together
to build something, they feel invested in it. They
become proud of it and want to see it succeed. They
cherish and take care of it. This strength is a deep
well which Clover can draw on deep into the future.
Local craftsmen who have low-to-medium skills
in the building trades will be employed under
more technically proficient “experts.” This type of
oversight and “skilling” allows the project to be controlled and built to specification while allowing local
craftsmen to learn valuable construction skills.
In the Client sphere, valuable input will be gained
from funders, teachers, community members, and
students. Strategic and financial development must
be considered to ensure the successful delivery and
long-term viability of the new school.
In the Design sphere, the Design Architect will
coordinate input from various consultants to ensure
the successful execution of the project. The Project
Architect provides local presence and more closely
monitors construction progress, prototyping, and
material procurement. The Architect of Record
is responsible for completing construction documents, securing applicable permits, and overseeing
construction.
In the Construction sphere, the construction manager will work closely with the Architect of Record
and the Project Architect. Each trade (concrete
work, glazing, welding, weaving, etc.) will be managed by a Master Craftsman will a high degree of
skill and the desire to train apprentices. Local semiskilled laborers will work under these craftsmen, all
reporting to the Construction Manager, who reports
to the Design Team, and then ultimately to the Client.

//w.gavinrobb
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Social and Economic Goals
Education and social impact go hand in hand. For
children and families living at the lower end of the
economic spectrum, quality childcare and education
provides a foundation for a healthy and fulfilling life.
The Clover Foundation is dedicated to transforming
the lives of its students as well as their community.
This synthetic approach is both strategically shrewd
and highly impactful.

Likewise, our goal is to imprint traces of the community within the buildings themselves.
By pursuing a community-based model of design
and construction, we hope to have an expanded
economic impact on the wider Clover community.
Crafting the project will be an exercise in collaboration, knowledge-sharing, and prioritizing local craft.

When the entire community is cared for, the entire This mode of work is more intricate than typical
contracted construction. It is also longer, requires
community prospers.
more energy and oversight, and may progress
The design and construction of a new school along a non-linear path. However, the benefits are
campus is an exciting opportunity to expand this substantial both to Clover and to the larger Busega
vision in new directions. It will be critical to maintain community.
and nourish the special environment of the current Clover campus. It will also be critical to the Social Impact
long-term success of the school to open its doors
to the larger community, and heavily involve moth- Clover is committed to serving underprivileged
ers, family members, and community leaders at the children from the Busega neighborhood. At the
primary school level, Clover will also accept paying
heart of the school.
students. This will accomplish two things: first, it
will contribute to the long-term fiscal stability and
Economic Impact
independence of the school. Second, it allows a
chance for social mixing and upwards mobility for
To build a school is also to build a community. The Clover students and Clover families.
project will ideally open up construction opportunities to the larger Clover community. In addition to
Clover will continue to support a smaller preproviding valuable trade skills to those in need, this
school class size, comprised entirely of supported
should have a ripple effect on the local economy.
students. This allows underprivileged students to
Learning a trade opens up new opportunities and
“catch up” to their peers, in order to succeed at the
pathways for success, and that effect is many-fold.
primary school level. Raising children to a position
When people have a hand in building something, of excellence will give them a solid foundation to
they take care of it. They are proud to be part of thrive through primary school and beyond.
something special and feel a sense of ownership
over the finished project. When people claim a part
of something and are proud of their accomplishments, they will help it thrive. This ongoing support
is critical for the long-term continual success of
the school.

Everyone is equal inside the school. Every child is
cherished and nurtured, and every child is known.
Class divisions and economic divisions are by definition very rigid, but in a school they can perhaps be
broken down and remade.

Through this project, we hope to multiply the social
A school is made up of students, but the traces and economic impact that Clover is already making
of community enter in and surround every inch. on the community.
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Kampala
Kampala is a city on over-drive. It is a hyper-plaid
patchwork place, a dizzying glorious burst of color,
noise, smell, movement, and vitality. Rapid and
surreal difference is the norm. Furniture makers,
bars, building suppliers, impromptu food stalls,
cell phone providers, banks, roadside stalls, and
the like run chock-a-block next to each other in
no discernible order. Everything is packed tight
and vibrant. The traffic is indescribable, like an
over-charged school of fish squeezed through a
too-small channel. The smell and feel of hazy blue
smoke layers in over it all.
Kampala is built around hills. They act as landmarks
and orienting devices that fold the streets around
them. They are also havens of greenery, serenity,
and wealth. Down in the valleys is where the informal
settlement lives — a rolling unfolding never-ending
carpet of corrugated tin, stucco, brickwork, banana
palms, concrete, and bright fluorescent paint.

Most houses in Kampala are sanctuaries. Each
family has their own domain — laid out by brick
walls with broken glass or barbed wire on top — with
a solidly closed gate. Inside, life is serene. Grass
glitters green after the rain, pushed up against the
rich ochre-red earth. It smells fresh, washed new.
Avocado trees and banana palms shelter from the
mid-day sun, and the houses themselves typically
loom — low-slung eaves, heavy roofs, and jutting
porches to capture as much of the air as possible.
There is no true inside or outside in Kampala, just
a division of privacy. Some parts of the house are
secret and sacred and are not open to the public —
these are inside. The rest flows into the outside with
its heat, breezes, and faint layer of thick red-orange
dust.

The temperature is exactly the temperature of your
skin, slightly lower when the wind blows. You hardly
notice the sun most days until you’ve been outside
for an entire morning and begin to wilt. The rain
Time is stretched and variable, in fact it doesn’t comes fast and hard, thick determined drops blanmean much at all. It may take 20 minutes to cross keting the sky and rolling out of thick grey clouds.
the city, it may take 4 hours. And if your errand is It usually passes soon, a mist rises, the red mud
thwarted or the shop is closed or without power of re-settles, exhales, and cracks itself dry.
no longer there, well, there’s always tomorrow. Why
worry about such things when the sun is shining, the The city is still divided along colonial lines and
roadside stalls are alive with the smell and sound of colonial building types. Most everything is singlesizzling chicken, and the boda-bodas are whizzing story and sprawling, punctuated by luminous green.
past — completely blasé and completely suicidal.
The major avenues are bustling streams of activity,
height, and density. Perpendicular is the neighborhood, quiet, soft, rutted and usually blank-faced.
More exciting and organic are the in-between
spaces, where every piece of open ground becomes
a living room for the city. Roads, such as they
are, sprawl between houses, shacks, impromptu
At night, when the haze settles and glows the horizon storefronts, repairs layered on repairs, and always
teeming with life.
as far as you can see, the pulse goes on.
Kampala is chaos made present, caught in time,
vibrating with an insanely syncopated rhythm of
exploding life. And yet, somehow, it is serene. There
is a greater rhythm — perhaps driven by the sun —
that guides and drives the running of the city.

14
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Much of urban Kampala is organized along a mix
of formal and informal patterns. These typically
(but not always) correspond to the economic level
of the inhabitants.
These urban typologies have ramifications for community life and civic space.

formal:
Characterized by individual compounds and strict
hierarchy, the formal typology consists of:
∙∙ Main public road, typically unpaved
∙∙ Walled and gated compounds with
controlled entry
∙∙ Consistent and solid street wall
with no physical or visual access
∙∙ Individual open spaces
corresponding 1:1 with buildings
This typology is controlled, domestic, and ordered.
Typically each unit has one program: house, school,
church, etc.

PUBLIC FLOW
SOCIAL ZONE

The unit is centered around the building use.

informal:
Characterized by permeable courtyards and low
hierarchy, the informal typology consists of:
∙∙ Main branching path, with no clear
physical boundaries
∙∙ Buildings cluster around ad-hoc
courtyards
∙∙ Boundaries are communitypoliced and not physical
∙∙ Open spaces cluster and feed into
adjoining buildings
This typology is controlled, public, and ordered.
Typically each unit has multiple programs: house, shop,
restaurant, factory, etc.
The unit is centered around the public zone.

01 KAMPA

SCALE: 1:5
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Busega
Busega is quieter, less formal, nestled on the west
side of the city. The streets still hum along with
vibrant energy but the city is more local on this side.
The cafes and restaurants give way to roadside
stalls and repair shops. Vendors crowd the main
thoroughfares but their wares are local, domestic.
Carpets, couches, bedframes. Welded metal for
home gates.
The main roads are bustling and dusty-hot, swarms
of boda bodas dancing skilfully through the jam (as
the traffic is known here). The quieter neighborhoods are alongside, one layer deep from the energy
of the street. The roads have more ruts, bumps, and
mud. They rise up, semi-straight, in aching hills
away from the hard-packed avenue.
Leaves begin to appear, hanging. Green is everywhere. Nestled and tucked in between are tin
roofs, mud-stucco walls, half-finished construction
and concrete, signs here and there proclaiming
the church or school entrance just beyond sight.
The walls begin to appear, flanking and forming a
smooth continuous wall along the road which begins
to feel like a tunnel with the sky for a roof. The higher
you drive up the hill, the more smooth the walls.
In the valleys between fields open up in green expanses. The wandering red-orange paths, worn by
years of use, meander between hillocks and dive into
the distance valley. Children, teenagers, and adults
walk deliberately, some carrying yellow plastic
jerry-cans full of fresh water home. The blue-grey
mist settles in the valleys, and the patchwork field
of corrugated metal roof stretches to fill the gully
from edge to edge.

Like the time-smeared crumble of forgotten tombs,
they mark time and separate space. Sometimes they
are simply piles of material, a building project halted
and not resumed for years.

Life moves more slowly away from the main road,
and in the wandering you could get lost for days
without the hard-lined jetstream of Kampala’s avenues. There is a different kind of energy, domestic,
familial, yet public. There are true communities
here, gathering around eddies and courtyards created by the jostling ad-hoc buildings clustered at
every side of the road. Mothers and daughters lean
on the porch, watching. Children play in the grass.

Brightly dotted flourescent stucco punctuates the
green, shading crowded school campuses with
names like “Pride” and “Little Harvard.” Everything
is tucked in, safe. There is, of course, strife and
hardship throughout the city and very much so in
Busega. However, it doesn’t feel like there is much
danger. Families walk their children to school or, on
Sundays, to church.

Day stretches into evening, and in the distance the
hills of the center city become mixed with the haze.
The blue smoke slowly mixes with the sky, unfolds
in langour, and it is quiet.

Brick kilns like half-forgotten monuments peer
warily through the brush, corn, and banana leaves.
Masses of stockpiled brick and a bit of tarp.
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poetics, imagination
The way a shadow touches the lip of the earth, just
barely kissing it.

The way a yellow-green leaf is impossibly bright,
bursting with dew.

The ceiling bellows

The space between brick, covered in moss.

The way the rain hangs in the sky.
The way clouds tumble and thin, and settle into the
aquamarine hue of evening.
The factory looms, casually.
The flattened light across the staircase.
The way the moss is peppered with stones.
The way trees grasp at the sky.
The echoes of water and the din of the city, cutting
through the thick night.
The way it pauses, when walking home, and in an
instant the dust of the road and reach of the hazy
hills collide.

The way the light falls.

The way the city glows on the horizon.

The way the lights unfold into infinite and merge
with the stars.

The way the reeds splinter slightly to receive your
touch, rough and familiar, worn by the care of hands. The haze settles.

The way the colors jumble.
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Applicable Codes and Guidelines:

document
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issuing body

date

Guidelines for Establishing, Licensing,
Registering, and Classification of Private
Schools/Institutions in Uganda

Ministry of Education and Sports (MoES)

2014

Guidelines for Three Star Approach for Planning
and Implementation of Wash in Schools

Ministry of Education and Sports (MoES)

Guidelines for Staff Employment in Private
Schools and Institutions

Ministry of Education and Sports (MoES)

The Education (Pre-Primary, Primary, and
Post-Primary) Act, 2008

Ministry of Education and Sports (MoES)

National Integrated Early Childhood
Development Policy of Uganda

Ministry of Gender, Labour, and Social Development

National Physical Planning Standards and
Guidelines

Ministry of Lands, Housing, and Urban Development

Architectural Design Guide

Engineering Ministries International (EMI) East Africa

2008

East Africa Civil Engineering Resources Manual

Engineering Ministries International (EMI) East Africa

2004

Child Friendly Schools Manual

United Nations International Children’s Emergency
Fund (UNICEF)

2009

Child Friendly Schools Case Study: Uganda

United Nations International Children’s Emergency
Fund (UNICEF)

2010

Identifying and Promoting Good Practice in
Equity and Child-Friendly Education

United Nations International Children’s Emergency
Fund (UNICEF)

2013
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Republic of Uganda
2017

Republic of Uganda
2016

Republic of Uganda
2008

Republic of Uganda
2016
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2011
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How Children Learn Best

Standards

Best Practices for Early Childhood and Primary School Education

School Space Standards and Guidelines

reference																			teacher : student ratio						required space per student

APPENDIX

10%
20%
30%

How Children Learn Best

70%
90%
44

MoES

(Ministry of Education and Sport)

				1:40									1.0 - 1.2 m2

Child-Friendly Schools

				1:46									1.0 - 1.2 m2

International Standards

				1:30									2.0 m2

Ruhehe P.S.

				1:40									1.6 m2

Eaglets Academy

				1:41									1.3 m2

Clover School

				1:25									2.0 m2

what they read

10% what they read
(UNICEF)

what they hear

20% what they hear

(Neufert)

what they see

30% what they see

50%

research

design guidelines

(MASS Design Group)

what they hear and see

50% what they
hear and see

(Private Primary School, Kampala)

what they say themselves
70%
what they say
themselves

(Clover Foundation)

what they
do themselves
90%
what
they do
themselves
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school campus

scale: 1:1000

precedent

Eaglets Academy
Pre-school and Primary School
summary

Eaglets Primary School is a local private primary school in the Busega
Neighborhood. Students at Clover who have graduated out of the top class
are attend Eaglets and are financially supported by the Clover Foundation.
Eaglets is in process of building a new, 3-story primary school in an adjacent
neighborhood.
metric

Eaglets School

Clover School

occupancy
students

500		

175

teachers

12		

7

1:50		

1:25

student:teacher ratio
classroom size

30 m2

65 m2

1,022 m2

1,708 m2

building footprint

552 m2

1,012 m2

open space

471 m

1,152 m2

scale
campus area

percentage open

2

46 %

budget

unknown

cost / m2

unknown

67 %

infrastructure
materials		 stucco, brick, pavers, steel roof
amenities		 playground, social courtyards
infrastructure		 sick bay, printery, bursary, rainwater harvesting system
key design elements

social courtyards, bright colors, clusters
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Greenhill Academy
Pre-school, Primary School, and Secondary School
summary

Greenhill Academy is an extensive private school campus on the east side
of Kampala. The campus is comprised of a pre-school, primary school, and
secondary school. There is also a boarding school, though some students
are day students. The primary school is split between one large building
block and dispersed double-height “pods.”
metric

Greenhill Academy

Clover School

occupancy
students

4000		

175

teachers

unknown		

7

student:teacher ratio

unknown		

1:25

classroom size

57.4 m2

65 m2

54,220 m2

1,708 m2

7,662 m2

1,012 m2

scale
campus area
building footprint
open space

46,558 m

percentage open

1,152 m2

2

85.86 %

budget

unknown

cost / m2

unknown

67 %

infrastructure
materials		 stucco, brick, pavers, metal roof, concrete, steel
amenities		 playgrounds, landscaping, social event hall, sport fields
infrastructure		 sick bay, water purifying system, parking
key design elements

double-height classroom “pods,” social student decks, large event hall
terraced landscape, classrooms cluster around playgrounds
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Ndere Cultural Center
Performing Arts, Convention Center, Lodging
summary

The Ndere Cultural Center is not a school, but is interesting from a material
and costing viewpoint. It contains a small museum, restaurant, convention
center, hotel rooms, and a performing arts space. A major draw for tourists and international dignitaries, traditional drumming and dances are
performed in the outdoor theater throughout the year.
metric

Ndere Center

Clover School

occupancy
visitors

~400		

staff

~20		

typical building size

560 m

175
20
2

448 m2

34,463 m2

1,708 m2

4,687 m2

1,012 m2

scale
campus area
building footprint
open space

29,776 m

percentage open
budget
cost / m2

1,152 m2

2

86.4 %

67 %

$1,300,000
$314.55 /m2

infrastructure
materials		 cinder block, welded steel, fired clay brick, honey stone facing
amenities		 lawn, outdoor concert, restaurant, convention center, hotel

key design elements

honey stone veneer, staggered roofs, reed garden surrounding trees
structural ring beam and piers, seating niches, hammered metal fixtures
glass detailing, space planning, metalwork, landscape design
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Mubuga Primary School
Public Primary School, Rwanda
summary

Mubuga Primary School is a Government Primary School. The school
serves the surrounding community. It had the worst performance in the
district and the call for design of new structures was aimed at improving
the educational outcomes. The school studies in two shifts in the morning
and afternoon.
metric

Mubuga P.S.

Clover School

occupancy
students

831		

175

teachers

18		

7

student:teacher ratio

1:40		

1:25

classroom size

57.4 m2

65 m2

4,600 m2

1,708 m2

833 m2

1,012 m2

scale
campus area
building footprint
open space

3767 m

percentage open

81.8 %

budget

1,152 m2

2

67 %

$285,000

cost / m2

$345 / m2

infrastructure
materials		 fired clay bricks, concrete, steel, metal sheets
amenities		 playgrounds, outdoor classes, community space
infrastructure		 library, staff room, rainwater harvesting
key design elements

outdoor classrooms, courtyards, clerestory roof, landscaped entry
playgrounds, sheltering connected roofs
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Ruhehe Primary School
Public Primary School, Rwanda
summary

The Ruhehe Primary School is administered by the Rwanda Ministry of
Education and primarily funded by the M2 foundation. The school is isolated
in northern rural Rwanda and was built largely with local community
members. The large walls of volcanic stone unify the new campus and are
quarried from local sources.
metric

Ruhehe P.S.

Clover School

occupancy
students

1200		

175

teachers

18		

7

student:teacher ratio

1:40		

1:25

classroom size

53.6 m2

65 m2

1,830 m2

1,708 m2

360 m2

1,012 m2

scale
campus area
building footprint
open space

1,470 m

percentage open
budget

1,152 m2

2

80 %

67 %

$275,000

cost / m2

$280 / m2

infrastructure
materials		 fired clay bricks, volcanic stone, clay tiles
amenities		 playgrounds, outdoor classes, community space
infrastructure		 library, staffroom, rainwater harvesting
key design elements

outdoor classrooms, continuous landscaping, social courtyards
unifying stone walls, branching site plan, diffused daylight in classrooms,
brightly painted custom furniture, exposed roof tiles, protected playgrounds
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Current Clover Campus

scale: 1:1000

Eaglets Campus

scale: 1:1000

New Clover Campus

scale: 1:1000

Greenhill Campus

scale: 1:1000
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The Clover Foundation
The Clover Foundation is a 501c3 non-profit organi- mothers who already have small business, mothers
interested in starting a small business, and mothers
zation and an NGO in Uganda. Its mission is:
who organize to pool resources to start a business.
To enable young children living in poverty in the Kisoboka has supported enterprises like a poultry
urban slums of Uganda to have the health, confi- farm, greenhouses, clean water remediation, and
dence, and ability to grow and become the change various stores.
in their community.
Clover was founded by four women living in the
Busega neighborhood of Kampala, Uganda. The
school began 5 years ago as a daycare for the
youngest and most vulnerable youth in the lowincome areas of Busega. Clover quickly realized
that access to quality early-childhood education and
pre-school was necessary in order to enact change
in the community.
Administered and overseen by Esther Makumbi,
the Clover center provides a stimulating early
childhood education program where children learn
through play and creative instruction. The children
are provided two healthy meals and a snack daily.
Immunizations and physical health is monitored and
evaluated according to World Health Organization
standards. The curriculum currently follows and
expands upon the National Curriculum Development
Centre, Learning Framework for Early Childhood
Development.

The Clover Community

From the moment you step on the campus, you
can tell that Clover is a special place. Esther, the
executive director, is warm and welcoming to all who
walk through the door. She oversees the school and
is actively involved in every aspect of its operation
and growth.
The school currently operates four classes of preschool aged children and employs three permanent
teaching staff. A volunteer teacher assists every
Friday with administrative work, and two service
staff assist with operating the school and providing
meals for the students.
Clover is one of the only free pre-schools in Kampala,
and has lots of love from the community. Most of the
children come from single-parent families. If not
for Clover, most of the students would never see a
blackboard.

The children at Clover are thriving emotionally
and socially, and gaining the confidence needed to
be future change-makers in their community. All
Clover children show significant gains in physical,
behavioral, and emotional health.

Esther and members of the Clover Uganda board
have deep and extensive ties to the local community.
They frequently consult with families, community
leaders, and elders in the neighborhood. Esther personally knows the stories of every family at Clover,
and works tirelessly to ensure that as many needful
In 2016, Clover launched the Kisoboka Initiative families as possible have access to resources at
Nano-Finance Program in partnership with Ranu Clover.
Mahanti of Aamara Biswas. The goal of the program is to enable the mothers of Clover children to Most importantly, Clover is grounded in love. The
improve their livelihoods, so that they in turn can campus brims with hard work, diligence, fortitude,
create a better home environment for their children. and care. Every child is looked after and cherished,
The program provides interest-free nano loans, pay- and at Clover they truly blossom.
able within one year. The program is available to
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Clover Stories
Steven and Michael are brothers and Clover graduates who now are at Eaglet Academy Primary School.
A year ago their father, a motorcycle taxi driver, was
disabled in an accident. With a baby at home, their
mother, Mary, struggled to hold her young family
together, balancing her work as a hairdresser and
now the wage earner of the family.
During this difficult time, Stephen and Michael were
nurtured and supported at Clover. They learned
English, gained confidence in the classroom, and
played with their friends. Well prepared and eager, they passed the entrance exams for primary
school and are now at Eaglets Academy in Busega,
Kampala, also supported by Clover.
Steven and Michael will tell you they love their new
school! Steven, quiet and generous, earned an
“excellent” in social studies and Lugandan and is
working to improve in math. Gregarious Michael
has made steady progress and is doing especially
well in reading and writing.

Martha’s story is that of a young girl who from
the moment she was born, because she was not
a boy, she was denied. She was not acknowledged
by her own mother and faced verbal abuse from
her playmates and even her siblings. Martha’s
grandmother, a peasant farmer with no income and
several grandchildren to look after, finally took her
in. As Martha grew, she was frequently sick, would
not speak, and appeared insecure and lonely.
Clover Program Manager, Esther Makumbi, when
visiting her own grandparents in the villages, heard
about Martha and her troubling story, took her into
her home, and brought her to Clover.
Martha attended Clover for three years, and is proud
to have successfully passed her exams to join the
private primary school in the community. Today
she is in P1, the first year and part of the Clover
community of graduates at Eaglets Academy.

Martha has grown from being insecure, timid and
shy to radiating confidence, love and happiness. She
is always writing numbers on the chalkboard over
the weekend and improves daily in her schoolwork.
Mariam is young girl who came to Clover in the Martha’s transformation from when we first met is
spring of 2013. She graduated in February of 2015, remarkable and speaks to Clover’s impact.”
and is now a primary student in P2.
			 —		 Esther Makumbi, Martha’s “mummy” and
Maureen K., Mariams’ mum, shares, “I am so happy 					Clover Program Manager.
with Clover because my child is improving in all
areas. She is confident, she speaks up in English too,
even at home. With all my heart, I gave my children
to be cared for and educated by Clover, because I
know now the future is open to them. We are so
thankful.”
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Name: Mulungi Prosper

Name: Namuli Oliver

Name:Maama Milly

Status: Middle class Student

Status: Top Class Teacher

Status: Grandmother, community
member

“I love to learn in the
Classroom”
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“We are always where the
children are, it would be
good to have spaces that can
accommodate the teachers
too”

clover school

“We would love to see more
children in the community
enroll into the school”
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Neighborhood Conditions
Busega is located on the western side of Kampala,
bounded to the south by a major commercial street
(leading to the center of the city) and to the west
by the belt highway (leading to the country). The
neighborhood is a mix of quiet walled streets and
rushing avenues.
Scattered throughout are rambling informal buildings clustered around courtyards, green fields, and
an open sky. It is removed from the pulsing energy
of the city and is very local. Very few international
visitors come here, and the economy is mostly contained within the neighborhood with connections to
greater Kampala.
The site for the new school is situated close to
the border of Nateete, the adjacent neighborhood
(though the borders are not well defined and somewhat fluid).
The major thoroughfare, Wakaliga Road, runs
directly to the center of Kampala to the east and intersects with A109 not far from the site. Businesses,
markets, and restaurants line the road. Bakeries,
service stations, petrol stations, plazas, pubs,
apartments, furniture makers, clothing stores, and
guest houses crowd the main road.
The residential streets are quieter and more
regulated. Middle-class houses are typically
elevated while the expansive informal settlements
are relegated to the valleys. Walled compounds,
churches, and schools are scattered throughout.
At times green fields open up and stretch between
buildings.
The neighborhood feels like one sprawling interior,
the road (such as it is) blends with courtyards,
alleys, and side-streets until it all seems like one
landscape dotted with life, rolling slowly over the
gentle hills.
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The Neighborhood
The immediate context if the site is
residential with majority middle income
people living in gated homes which
have vehicular and pedestrian access.
Activity is mainly in the street at shop
fronts with children occasionally
playing in the street and the open field
since vehicular traffic is not much.
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Local Economy
The General Livelihood in the area includes
∙∙ Retail Businesses
∙∙ Carpentry
∙∙ Boda Boda Riding
∙∙ Brick Making
∙∙ Auto Repair
∙∙ Food Vending

93.9%

of the Households in
Rubaga South have
at least one member
engaged in a nonagricultural based
enterprise.

67.9%

of the of the population of
Rubaga is working.
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Population
The site is located in Rubaga Division
(South) in Kampala.

15.3%

of the children aged 6-12
years in Rubaga South
are not in school.

43%

of the of the population of
Rubaga South is children
aged 0-7 years of age.

4.2%

of the households in
Rubaga South are within
5km acess to Primary
schools
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Site Context

Site Conditions

The site is located in a residential neighborhood at
the end of a graded dirt road. The site, like most
house compounds in Busega, is bounded by a fence
and accessed by a heavy metal gate.

Approximately half to two-thirds of the site is grass
and trees, the remainder is a packed dirt drive.
Behind the existing house, the terrain is speckled
with moss. The west side of the site has the most
vegetation, with significant banana plants and
avocado trees. The soil is highly productive and has
been planted with gardens.

Adjacent to the site on the south is an adjunct road
and single-story apartment building. To the west
is an unfinished three-story apartment building of
questionable construction quality. To the north and
east the site is bounded by an expansive verdant field,
which is owned by the neighbors to the southeast.
Clover has approached this neighbor and enquired
about the long-term possibility of acquiring this
parcel in the future to expand the school.

Generally the site slopes upward from the entrance
in the southeast corner to northeast corner. The
grade is subtle but significant, and estimated to be
roughly 5.6 meters overall

Beyond the northern boundary of the site are various
trees of medium to large size. These provide good
Most adjacent buildings are single-story residences shading and mitigate the prevailing winds, which
with brick roofs. The neighborhood is generally travel roughly north-south over the site.
quiet, with spectacular views to the south and east
The existing wall is in decent condition but could use
towards the center of Kampala.
repair and plasterwork along approximately 60% of
its length. The wall is topped with a series of metal
grilles, which provide security without barbed wire
or broken glass.
Generally the site is pleasant, in good condition, and
feels expansive and comfortable over the course
of the day.
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Existing Building Condition
An existing duplex house exists on the site. This was
rather well-constructed with high-quality materials. The house is split-grade with a differential of
approximately 0.5 meters, with the “upper house”
to the northwest.

The fixtures and plumbing are generally in good
condition. Each house contains two bathrooms
which are each equipped with a sink, a toilet, and
either a bath or shower. Each house contains a
kitchen partitioned from the main living room, which
contains a sink. Wastewater is plumbed through the
The “lower house” is in poor condition. Many floors rear exterior wall and ultimately to a septic tank
are unfinished, no casework has been installed, and on the east boundary of the site. Most fixtures and
wall tiles are chipped and missing in areas. There working and in good order.
is significant water damage from the leaking roof,
and many glass panes in the windows are broken Electrical and lighting fixtures in the “upper house”
or missing.
are in good working order. Fixtures in the “lower
house” are missing or non-functional. The “lower
The “upper house” is in medium to good condition. It house” does not appear to have power.
is clean, well finished, with minimal water damage.
The windows are in good condition and handsome The metalwork at all doors and windows is in good
full-height casework has been installed throughout. condition. Approximately 20% of glass panes are
missing or broken, typically at the “lower house.”
The roof is clad in heavy tiles from Uganda Clays, Interior trim on all doors and windows is finished
which are high quality and standardized. The roof wood and is typically in good condition. Window
is massive and quite heavy, but well supported. hardware and screens are in good condition
The roof structure is provided by a series of heavy throughout.
trusses which are oil-rubbed to prevent decay,
rot, and insect infestation. The structural timber The ceiling height is typically 3 meters throughout,
is in excellent condition and is well constructed. which roughly corresponds to the height of the roof
The facing boards and gutters of both houses are soffit.
in poor condition. The gutters have been clogged
and damaged, which has resulted in rot and water Structurally, the building is in moderate to good
damage to the fascia boards.
condition and is well-constructed. The construction
is high-quality and on the higher end of houses conThe walls are in good structural condition in both structed in this neighborhood. Most of the damage
houses. On the exterior, they are clad with facing is from neglect rather than faults of construction.
brick from Uganda Clays, which is well-set and
generally in good condition. On the interior, they The atmosphere of the house is dark, cool, and
are heavily plastered. The walls are composed of confined. As a residence the spaces are well-sized
hand-made bricks set with mortar and plastered. if slightly small, but the interior environment is
A contiguous concrete ring beam runs around the completely inadequate to the needs of a school.
Daylight is minimal over the course of the day, and
entire structure as is typical in Uganda.
hallways are narrow and tall.
Overall, much of the existing building stock and
material can be re-used and transformed.
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(4) FULL-HEIGHT
CABINET CARCASSES
(NO HARDWARE)
WITH DRAWERS
AND SPACE FOR
ADJUSTABLE SHELVING

CLAY ROOF TILES
UGANDAN CLAYS
GOOD CONDITION
7400 TILES
23.8M3 MATERIAL

KITCHEN CASEWORK
WITH CAST TERRAZZO
COUNTERTOP
(AVERAGE CONDITION)

FASCIA BOARD

TURNED WOODEN
BALUSTRADE
AND RAIL

WINDOW AND DOOR
CASEWORK
METAL SECURITY
GRILLES

PRIMARY TRUSSES
SECONDARY RAFTERS
RIDGE BEAMS
PURLINS
OIL-RUBBED TIMBER
150MM X 50MM
100MM X 50MM
2045M TOTAL

EXTERIOR FACING BRICK
UGANDAN CLAYS
EXCELLENT CONDITION
2.97 M3 MATERIAL

REINFORCED CONCRETE
RING BEAM
FOR LATERAL STABILITY

0.5 M X 0.5 M FLOOR TILE
GOOD CONDITION
230 M2 MATERIAL

290MM PRIMARY WALL
160MM SECONDARY WALL

BASE SILL WITH
STONE VENEER
FACING
PLASTER AND BRICK
GOOD CONDITION

15MM PLASTER TYP.
LOCALLY-FIRED BRICK

CONCRETE FOUNDATION
AND FOOTINGS
CONDITION AND
DEPTH UNKNOWN
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IS

p
s

8.690

8.740

1.670

BEDROOM 01

0.875
0.875

0.800

0.875

0.875

0.160
0.260

0.230

118

BEDROOM 02

4.320

4.000

0.450

0.900

1.930

1.490

VERANDA

1.930

1.510

1.930

1.460

0.290

1.760

0.230

3.760

1.760

0.230

3.760

1.540

109

1.860

1.700

1.930

1.670

1.930

0.690

0.720

1.930

1.350

5.750
1.540

5.750

1.430

0.160
1.140

1.930

0.960

0.160

117

BEDROOM 03

1.500

2.965

3.850

3.055

1.750

0.575

3.470

0.390

0.160

0.875

0.575

3.215

0.875

0.745

0.160

0.575

1.610

5.355

1.160

HALL

0.160

0.985

0.755

0.960

0.875

0.620
1.610

113

1.160

0.160

1.140
1.570

2.180

1.740

4.000

2.470

1.930

116

0.160

1.430

0.400

1.750

0.770

0.180
1.070

5.750

1.930

1.960

BATHROOM 01

0.630

1.025

1.520

1.930

0.960

1.520

1.340

4.700

0.760

0.875

0.875
1.930

2.290

115

1.830

LIVING ROOM

0.260

0.800

0.850

0.830

0.865

0.960

0.125

3.540

0.790

0.085

111

3.400
1.500

0.180

BATHROOM 02

1.065

0.475
9.000

4.320

A

0.960

3.950

3.275

BEDROOM 03

0.800

114

0.780

0.875

5.750

0.960

0.560

112

0.475

0.730

0.850

2.490

1.795

LIVING ROOM

0.260

0.150

KITCHEN

3.080

101

3.055

108

BEDROOM 02

1.375
3.080

0.780

0.160

107

0.755

3.215

0.875

0.230

1.425

1.405

1.405
0.475

1.795

HALL

3.850

0.960

3.850

0.160

0.900

0.547

3.850

0.875

1.175

2.915

0.960

0.875

103

0.875

0.900

1.273

0.375
1.015

3.400

0.390

0.160

1.065

0.575

0.875

1.610

0.085

0.760

0.630
0.160
5.355

1.160

1.610

102

1.425

0.475

5.300

0.125

0.830

0.875
0.160

1.160

0.745
0.575

0.575

0.865

1.070

0.755

4.700

0.875

0.960

1.830

1.625

0.875

0.755

KITCHEN

BATHROOM 02

0.575

0.160

4.110

0.800

104

0.180

BATHROOM 01

0.180

0.860

1.265
0.475

0.810

0.850

1.275

0.790

2.290
2.740

BEDROOM 01
0.960

2.490

105

0.915

1.265
1.015

0.375

106

0.560

1.425

0.475

1.740

3.950

0.960

3.540

0.770

1.750

0.400

2.060

1.025

1.930

1.540

1.830

1.620

0.150

1.425

0.810

0.375
0.850

0.915

2.740

1.275

0.290

3.275

0.860

3.700

1.273

1.515

0.547

9.000

0.730

1.375

0.960

3.700

1.340

1.515

1.930

0.375

5.300

1.910

0.375

0.375

0.290
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VERANDA

3.760

0.230

1.760

3.760

0.230

1.760

0.290

1.570

1.930

1.640

0.260

8.690

6.040

6.040

8.740

A

C

C

(U

P
C

(U

P
B
K
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group

space title

code number

quantity

classroom

270 students total
pre-school

60 students

daycare
baby class
middle class
top class

C
C
C
C

100
101
102
103

P1 Class
P2 Class
P3 Class
P4 Class
P5 Class
P6 Class
P7 Class

C
C
C
C
C
C
C

111
112
113
114
115
116
117

15
15
15
15

primary school

GROUNDSKEEPERS
QUARTERS

PRIVATE

BURSAR

SERVICE
BATHROOM

DRIVE

SECRETARY

BABY
CLASS

25
25
25
25
25
25
25

director
secretary
bursar
head teacher

A
A
A
A

200
201
202
203

staff room
sick bay
storage

A 210
A 211
A 212

utility

PUBLIC

INDOOR
KITCHEN

GARDENS

DIRECTOR

RAINWATER
TANK

PARKING

HEAD TEACHER

PUBLIC

KISOBOKA
CENTER
P1 CLASS

S
S
S
S
S

300
301
302
303
304

5
5
2
1
10

toilets
toilets
toilets
toilets
stations

RAINWATER
TANK

S 310
S 311
S 312

1 booth
1 bedroom
4 large tanks

community

DINING & EVENT
SPACE

library
computer lab
print lab
kisoboka center

STUDENT
BATHROOM

RAINWATER
TANK
P6 CLASS

PRIVATE

70 m 2

D 500

1-3 assembly spaces

D 510
D 511

1 small staff kitchen
1 large school kitchen

15 m 2
40 m 2
m2

300 m 2

playground — pre-school
playground — primary school

L 600
L 601

1 protected playground
1 landscaped playground

production

50 m 2
250 m 2
100 m 2

L 610
L 611

1-3 crop & herb gardens
landscaped walkways

parking

kampala, uganda

m2

120 m 2

400

gardens
terraces

clover school

m2

55 m 2

60 m 2
40 m 2
353

drive
parking

//w.gavinrobb

2 m2
15 m 2
19 m 2

70 m 2

automobile accomodations

102

m2
m2
m2
m2
m2

1 community space

recreation

PROGRAM ADJACENCIES

20
20
10
3
2

K 410

landscape

P7 CLASS

m2

40 m 2
18 m 2
2 m2

kitchens

RAINWATER
TANK

72

120 m 2

dining & event space

P5 CLASS

OUTDOOR
KITCHEN

57 m 2

40 m 2
14 m 2
3 m2

175

indoor kitchen
outdoor kitchen
P3 CLASS

m2
m2
m2
m2

1 library
1 computer lab
1 print station

assembly
PLAYGROUNDS

m2

K 400
K 401
K 402

flex space
P2 CLASS

m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
m2

60 m 2

community resource center

P4 CLASS

103

130
learning resource center

LEARNING
RESOURCE
CENTER

65
65
65
65
65
65
65

17 m 2

security booth
groundskeepers quarters
rainwater tank

PRIVATE

455 m 2

55 m 2

staff accomodations

TERRACES

m2
m2
m2
m2

14
10
10
12

admin
admin
admin
teacher

1 teaching support staff

girls bathroom
boys bathroom
teacher bathroom
service bathroom
hand wash station

DAYCARE
TOP
CLASS

25
25
25
25

1
1
1
1

3 service staff

SECURITY
BOOTH

m2

100 m 2

46 m 2

bathrooms

MIDDLE
CLASS

555

4 teaching admin. staff

17 teaching staff
1 nurse
1 storage

service

SICK BAY

students
students
students
students
students
students
students

16 teaching staff

offices

STAFF ROOM

students
students
students
students

175 students

administration

TEACHER
BATHROOM

area

P 700
P 701

1 drop-off & turnaround
5 parking spaces

total

290 m 2
63 m 2
1788
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PUBLIC
P7 CLASS
TERRACES

P6 CLASS

P5 CLASS

P4 CLASS

P3 CLASS

P2 CLASS

P1 CLASS

CLASSROOM

DRIVE

595 M2

KISOBOKA
CENTER

TOP
CLASS

MIDDLE
CLASS

BABY
CLASS

DAYCARE

SECURITY
BOOTH
STAFF ROOM

HEAD
TEACHER

DIRECTOR

ADMINISTRATION

103 M2

PARKING

GARDENS
DINING & EVENT
SPACE

RAINWATER
TANK

SERVICE

PLAYGROUNDS

SECRETARY

SICK BAY
STAFF
BATHROOM

STUDENT
BATHROOM

72 M2

OUTDOOR
KITCHEN

BURSAR

GROUNDSKEEPERS
QUARTERS

SERVICE
BATHROOM

TANK

TANK

TANK

TANK

SECURITY
BOOTH

PUBLIC

COMMUNITY

130 M

2

RAINWATER
TANK

LEARNING
RESOURCE
CENTER

KISOBOKA
CENTER

LEARNING
RESOURCE
CENTER
RAINWATER
TANK

PRIVATE
SICK BAY

P6 CLASS

P5 CLASS

P1 CLASS

ASSEMBLY

175 M2

DINING & EVENT
SPACE

INDOOR
KITCHEN

RAINWATER
TANK

P7 CLASS

OUTDOOR
KITCHEN

INDOOR KITCHEN

P2 CLASS

DAYCARE

P3 CLASS

BABY
CLASS

P4 CLASS

MIDDLE
CLASS

HEAD TEACHER

LANDSCAPE

400 M2

PLAYGROUNDS

GARDENS

TERRACES

TOP
CLASS
DIRECTOR

STUDENT
BATHROOM

TEACHER
BATHROOM

STAFF ROOM

PARKING

353 M2

SECRETARY

PRIVATE

GROUNDSKEEPERS
QUARTERS

SERVICE
BATHROOM

DRIVE

PARKING

BURSAR

PUBLIC-PRIVATE RELATIONSHIPS
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P7 CLASS

P6 CLASS

65 M2

P5 CLASS

65 M2

TOP CLASS

P4 CLASS

65 M2

MIDDLE CLASS

P3 CLASS

65 M2

P2 CLASS

65 M2

BABY CLASS

05
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diagram

P1 CLASS

65 M2

65 M2

CLASSROOM

595 M2

DAYCARE

53% PRIVATE

952 M2

35 M2

35 M2

35 M2
STAFF ROOM

40 M

STUDENT
BATHROOM

40 M

GROUNDSKEEPERS
QUARTERS

STAFF
BATHROOM

10 M2

15 M2

2

TANK

TANK

5 M2

5 M2

14 M2

14 M2

TANK

HEAD
TEACHER

SICK BAY

DIRECTOR

2

PROGRAM TOTAL

35 M2

OUTDOOR
KITCHEN

SECRETARY

12 M2

BURSAR

10 M2

103 M2

47% PUBLIC

876 M2

10 M2

SERVICE
SERVICE
BATHROOM

TANK

5 M2

5 M2

3 M2

INDOOR
KITCHEN

72 M2

SECURITY
BOOTH

2 M2

70 M2

15 M2

COMMUNITY

LEARNING
RESOURCE
CENTER

KISOBOKA
CENTER

DINING & EVENT
SPACE

1,828 M2

ADMINISTRATION

130 M2

ASSEMBLY

60 M2

175 M2

PLAYGROUNDS

40 M2
120 M2
TERRACES

GARDENS

EXISTING BUILDING

339 M2

LANDSCAPE
40 M2

400 M2
60 M2

SITE

300 M2

DRIVE

1,708 M2
PARKING

PARKING

353 M2
63 M2
290 M2

PROGRAM AREAS
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Developmental Milestones

Pre-School Classrooms

room code
area

Pre-School

Cognitive

Social

Emotional

Pre-School
Rhymes and word play
Early understanding of time
Count to 4, count to 10
Responds to “why” questions
Follow a 3-step command
Vivid imaginations, fantasy

Test behavioral limits in group
Games with quick-changing rules
Initiative, curiosity, exploration
Morality of pleasing adults
Elaborate storytelling
Cooperative and fantasy play

Self-esteem based on others
Increasing emotional control
Better delay gratification
Understands right and wrong
Self-directed activities
Rudimentary sense of self

Primary School
Thrive on encouragement
Can be bossy and easily upset
Self-centered and demanding
Can be impatient
Look for moral loopholes

Enjoy repeating tasks
Like to work by themselves
Rapidly develop vocabularies
Self-conscious about being “right”
Can copy complex shapes

May change friendships quickly
Don’t like taking risks
Compares work to others
Testing rules, boundaries
Likes to copy adults

Bothered by mistakes
Need security and structure
Have strong likes and dislikes
Quiet and sensitive
More polite and agreeable

Full of energy, hurried
Have limited attention span
Highly engaged in activities
Curious and playful
Understands concept of space

Sharing humor
Large friendship groups
Cooperative work
Enjoy responsibility
Need physical release, playtime

Increasing interest in rules
Adjust better to change
Aware of adults and individuals
Enjoys collecting objects
Modest about body

Able to manage multiple concepts
Start to see the “big world”
Reading to learn
Attention to detail
Able to focus for an hour

Competitive on the playground
Like to negotiate
Focused on fairness
Better coordinated
Group activities

Critical of self and others
Can be anxious or moody
“Try on” bad behaviors
Early interest in relationships

Works well in groups
Expressive and talkative
Longer concentration span
Take pride in school work
Flexible & abstract thinking

Concerned with friendships
Focused on fairness
Enjoy being rewarded for effort
Enjoy clubs and team sports
Test limits and rules

Moral thinking matures
More resilient to mistakes
Quick to anger and forgive
Struggle with self-esteem
Have a first crush

11 years

Writes stories, letters
Concepts of power and influence
Question things
Memorize information easily
Current actions affect the future

Friends are very important
Likes and respects parents
Peer pressure, bullying
Think the whole world is watching

Distinguish self as unique
Powerful and independent
Increased interest in relationships
Sensitive to others opinions
Keep secrets

12 years

Engage with mature issues
Use flexible thinking
Begin developing a worldview
Discussions and debates as play
Go through “what-if” scenarios

Begin to move away from family
Friends are most important
Understand appropriate behavior
Attention to self presentation
Metaphors and slang

Independent and self-conscious
Want opinions to be respected
Rapid emotional changes
Need for privacy
Sense of pride

9 years

10 years

108

furniture
fixtures &
equipment

1 blackboard
1 storage cabinet
Floor mats

//w.gavinrobb

clover school

group room

washroom WC

0.7

Want to be “first”
Competitive and enthusiastic
Eager and affectionate
Close friendships in pairs
Want to be in “the group”

8 years

Director
Head Teacher
Playgrounds
Outdoor Kitchen
Kisoboka Center

standards and requirements
Learn best through discovery
Ambitious and motivated to learn
Enjoy process, not outcome
Excited to learn
Simple complete sentences

7 years

adjacencies

design considerations

Pre-School classrooms are sound conditioned for privacy but not completely
isolated. Flow in and out of the classroom should be easy. Space should be
brightly lit with natural light. Spaces should be playful, complex, and fun.

15 students
1 teacher

1.5

6 years

occupants

Pre-School classrooms are for student instruction and play of pre-school
curriculum. Teaching is interactive, social, and with a blackboard. PreSchool classrooms are designed to accommodate 15 students and 1 teacher.

30 m2

1.0

3-5 years

program function

1.9

Age Group

C.100-C.103

min. railing heights of play decks

bonding
building
role-play

common room

Most time in the pre-school is spent
in the group room. Required floor area is
approx. 2.5 m2 per student.
Create zones as varied as possible,
and design a second floor level and
a stage (play-stage half-open, with a
snug cave).
Ideally, provide direct access to the open air.

kampala, uganda

kitchen

example daycare / pre-school layout

special
equipment

atmosphere / evocations

light airy boisterous corners nooks bright play mats
quiet time gathering free flow outside / inside
joy and play raking light catch a sunbeam inward-focused
shapes and colors warm fun stimulating playground

//w.gavinrobb

security

clover school

Developmental Toys
Puzzles, Books
TV / Monitor

lockable on off-hours
semi-public
parents allowed in to
pick up students
exam-ready room

kampala, uganda
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Primary Classroom Standards

P1 Classroom — P7 Classroom

Primary School

room code
area

Primary School

program function

program function

Primary Classrooms are for student instruction of primary school curriculum. Teaching is done with a blackboard. Primary Classrooms are
designed to accommodate 30 students (max) and 1 teacher.

occupants

Students range from 6 years old to 12 years old. Learning should be bright,
stimulating, uplifting, and energetic. The P1—P7 Classrooms are places of
excitement and unfolding.

design considerations

adjacencies

design considerations

Classrooms are sound conditioned for privacy but not completely isolated.
Flow in and out of the classroom should be easy. Space should be naturally
lit on at least one side through the course of the day.

P1—P7 Classrooms are social spaces. Inside they are somewhat isolated
and monastic, but they form the backbone of social interaction between
the students and teachers.

standards and requirements

furniture
fixtures &
equipment

C.111-C.117
65 m2
25 students
1 teacher
Playgrounds
Kisoboka Center
Outdoor Kitchens
Rainwater Tanks
25 study desks/chairs
1 teacher desk/chair
1 blackboard
1 storage cabinet

classroom layout range
ideal passing distance at side walls
ideal aisle distance at center
1.0

ideal spacing, front desk
to blackboard

minumum dimensions
for table arrangement

1.2

1.2

7.1

8.4

9.0

9.7

7.8

8.8

9.0

9.0

0.7

3.2

0.6

0.6

8.0

6.8

6.2

9.0

1.0

1.0

minimum

1.0

maximum width for
single-loaded daylighting

9m maximum distance
from blackboard

ideal height
of classroom

1.2

1.2

1.0

1.0

5x5

6x4
57 m2

56.8 m2

Layout A

Layout B

Layout C

60 m2

minimum height
of classroom

Minimum classroom dimensions per MOES: 7.8m x 5.8m
Minimum height of classroom: 3m
Max. width for one-sided daylighting: 7.2m

Student:Teacher ratio (max) per MOES: 1:40
Max. distance from back row to blackboard: 9m
Ideal space per student: 1.6m2 — 2.0m2

atmosphere / evocations

atmosphere / evocations

focus clarity community spontaneity friendship discipline open minds
open hearts hand/eye coordination emotional regulation curiousity encouragement communication

haven monastery sky-chamber serene playful
transparency fluidity fun engagement
view soft flow raking light diffuse steady-state
bright resonant liquid sky
sanctuary

morals rules responsiblity play coping skills behavior self-esteem insight
loyalty physical skills vocabulary team group club play complex

110
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1.0

1.5

1.0
3.0

minimum primary school
classroom dimensions
per Uganda MOES regulations

4.0

5.8

7.2

1.2

45 m2 – 51 m2

clover school

kampala, uganda
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8x3

special
equipment

security

clover school

N/A

lockable on off-hours
semi-public
parents allowed in to
pick up students
exam-ready room

kampala, uganda
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Director’s Office

room code
area

Pre-School & Primary School
program function

occupants

The Director’s Office accommodates the school director. It should be close
to the heart of campus and secure, but visually connected to the entire
school. The Office should be expansive, bright, and open.

adjacencies

design considerations

Visual control of entire campus. Easy access for director but lockable and
private. Storage for important documents.

furniture
fixtures &
equipment

A.200
14 m2
1 Director

Secretary
Bursar
Head Teacher
Staff Room
1 Desk / Chair
Filing Cabinet
Storage / shelving

standards and requirements

space title

Secretary’s Office

room code
area

Pre-School & Primary School
program function

occupants

The Secretary’s Office supports the administration of the school. Documents,
approvals, operations, and administrative matters are processed here.

adjacencies

design considerations

Secure but adjacent to support staff. Access to staff room, director’s office,
and bursar’s office is critical. Storage of important documents.

furniture
fixtures &
equipment

10 m2
1 Secretary

Director
Bursar
Head Teacher
Staff Room
1 Desk / Chair
Filing Cabinet
Storage / shelving

standards and requirements

10.0

3.4

0.8

0.6

1.6

10.0

3.4

0.8

4.0

2.9

1.0

1.8
4.0

2.9

1.0

1.8

3.0

minimum size
single workstation

3.0

minimum size
single workstation

minimum size
single office

minimum size
single office

8.0

8.0

3.0

5.0

indoor kitchen

5.0

indoor kitchen
3.0

Ideally 7m2 per staff member, + 2.3m2 base.

4.5

typical office desk

central hub nerve center control center nucleus conductor of the orchestra
public display busy serene humming connected respite sanctuary movement constant presence figurehead upright panopticon
hub of the wheel center knot observer

//w.gavinrobb

clover school

0.6 0.8 0.6

minimum space
required for
meeting zone

special
equipment

atmosphere / evocations

minimum size
hospital bed

security

0.8

0.8

2.0

minimum size
hospital bed

15 total staff members
gives ideal size of 40m2

typical office desk

N/A

lockable and secured
controlled entrances
access by appointment
private

kampala, uganda

minimum space
required for
meeting zone

special
equipment

atmosphere / evocations

support operations paperwork busy archive processing outside negotiations
helper repository sanctuary concealed

//w.gavinrobb

clover school

0.6 0.8 0.6

15 total staff members
gives ideal size of 40m2

Ideally 7m2 per staff member, + 2.3m2 base.

2.0

4.5

2.0

1.0

2.0

1.0

112

A.201

0.8

1.6

program

space data sheet

0.8

0.6

05

security

N/A

lockable and secured
controlled entrances
access by appointment
private

kampala, uganda
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Bursar’s Office

room code
area

Pre-School & Primary School
program function

occupants

The Bursar’s Office supports the administration of the school. Payroll,
financial records, cash on hand, and fiscal matters are processed here.
Teachers and support staff are paid by the bursar.

adjacencies

design considerations

Highly secure and private. Access to staff room, director’s office, and
secretary is critical. Secure storage of financial documents and cash.

furniture
fixtures &
equipment

A.202
10 m2
1 Bursar

Director
Secretary
Head Teacher
Staff Room
1 Desk / Chair
Filing Cabinet
Storage / shelving
Secure safe

standards and requirements

space title

Head Teacher Office

room code
area

Pre-School & Primary School
program function

occupants

The Head Teacher’s Office supports the curriculum and academic standards
and operation of the school. Teacher and school matters are dealt with
here. The Head Teacher is responsible for the quality of the curriculum.

adjacencies

design considerations

Adjacent to Director and more accessible by teachers and students. Private
and secured. Visual and physical connection to entire campus.

furniture
fixtures &
equipment

12 m2
1 Head Teacher

Director
Bursar
Secretary
Staff Room
1 Desk / Chair
Filing Cabinet
Storage / shelving

standards and requirements

10.0

3.4

0.8

0.6

1.6

10.0

3.4

0.8

4.0

2.9

1.0

1.8
4.0

2.9

1.0

1.8

3.0

minimum size
single workstation

3.0

minimum size
single workstation

minimum size
single office

minimum size
single office

8.0

8.0

3.0

5.0

indoor kitchen

5.0

indoor kitchen
3.0

Ideally 7m2 per staff member, + 2.3m2 base.

4.5

typical office desk

vault sanctuary impenetrable support operations archiving money
repository safety sanctuary concealed

//w.gavinrobb

clover school

0.6 0.8 0.6

minimum space
required for
meeting zone

special
equipment

atmosphere / evocations

minimum size
hospital bed

security

0.8

0.8

2.0

minimum size
hospital bed

15 total staff members
gives ideal size of 40m2

typical office desk

N/A

lockable and secured
controlled entrances
highly private
high securty cash

kampala, uganda

minimum space
required for
meeting zone

special
equipment

atmosphere / evocations

headmaster overseer standards choreography administrative support
social outward-facing private director
principal accreditation

//w.gavinrobb

clover school

0.6 0.8 0.6

15 total staff members
gives ideal size of 40m2

Ideally 7m2 per staff member, + 2.3m2 base.

2.0

4.5

2.0

1.0

2.0

1.0

114

A.203

0.8

1.6

program

space data sheet

0.8

0.6

05

security

N/A

lockable and secured
controlled entrances
access by appointment
private

kampala, uganda
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Staff Room

room code
area

Pre-School & Primary School
program function

occupants

The Staff Room is a social lounge for teaching and service staff, and includes
an indoor kitchen for light cooking and refreshments.

adjacencies

design considerations

The Staff Room should be bright, social, and semi-private.

furniture
fixtures &
equipment

A.210
40 m2
12 Teaching Staff
3 Service Staff
Director
Secretary
Bursar
Head Teacher
12-15 chairs
2-4 tables
kitchen supplies
storage cabinet

standards and requirements

space title

Sick Bay

room code
area

Pre-School & Primary School
program function

occupants

The Sick Bay accomodates the school nurse and medical supplies for
various illnesses and injuries.

School Nurse

Outdoor Space
Outdoor Kitchen
Playgrounds
Staff Room

furniture
fixtures &
equipment

1 desk / chair
medical storage
cot / medical bed

standards and requirements

10.0

3.4

0.8

0.6

1.6

10.0

3.4

0.8

4.0

2.9

1.0

1.8
4.0

2.9

1.0

1.8

3.0

minimum size
single workstation

3.0

minimum size
single workstation

minimum size
single office

minimum size
single office

8.0

8.0

3.0

5.0

indoor kitchen

5.0

indoor kitchen
3.0

Ideally 7m2 per staff member, + 2.3m2 base.

4.5

typical office desk

refuge social refresh discuss plan organize lesson plans recharge break
lounge resources meeting room lunch room

//w.gavinrobb

clover school

0.6 0.8 0.6

minimum space
required for
meeting zone

special
equipment

atmosphere / evocations

minimum size
hospital bed

security

0.8

0.8

2.0

minimum size
hospital bed

15 total staff members
gives ideal size of 40m2

typical office desk

N/A

lockable on off-hours
semi-private
refuge for teachers

kampala, uganda

minimum space
required for
meeting zone

special
equipment

atmosphere / evocations

care tender bright clean antiseptic reassuring recover stabilize heal look
after wrap swaddle swab sterilize set right

//w.gavinrobb

clover school

0.6 0.8 0.6

15 total staff members
gives ideal size of 40m2

Ideally 7m2 per staff member, + 2.3m2 base.

2.0

4.5

2.0

1.0

2.0

1.0

116

14 m2

adjacencies

design considerations

The Sick Bay should be easily accessible by the student body. It should be
calming, light, and clean.

A.211

0.8

1.6

program

space data sheet

0.8

0.6

05

security

N/A

lockable on off hours
semi-public

kampala, uganda
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Girls / Boys Bathroom

room code
area

Pre-School & Primary School
program function

occupants

S.300-S.301
20 m2
Students

Outdoor Space
Septic Tank
Hand Wash Stations

design considerations
furniture
fixtures &
equipment

4 toilets (per bathroom)
1 sink / handwash

standards and requirements

Teacher / Service Bathroom

room code
area

program function

occupants

The Teacher Bathroom accomodates the teaching staff. It may also accommodate the pre-school students.
The Service Bathroom accomodates service staff and includes a shower.

adjacencies

65 m2
12 Teaching Staff
3 Service Staff
Groundskeeper
Staff Room

rainwater reclamation system

suggested washroom elevation

10.9
0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9

1.5

2.1

0.6

1.0

1.0

0.6

1.0

2.5

2.5
1.9

2.5

3.0

rainwater reclamation system
1.8

3.2
0.6 0.9 0.9

3.2
0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8
0.4
0.9

1.7

4.7

2.0

suggested washroom layout
46 stalls

special
equipment

atmosphere / evocations

1.0
1.0

4.0

1.0

3.6

1.7
10.9

suggested washroom layout
46 stalls

1.5

suggested washroom layout
4 stalls

3.2

N/A

special
equipment

atmosphere / evocations

clean private secure safe hand-washing separate bright

N/A

clean private safe hand-washing separate domestic bright
security

//w.gavinrobb

1.0

1.3
2.0

1.5

suggested washroom layout
4 stalls

3.2

0.2

1.7
10.9

1.3

1.0

2.0

1.0

3.6

1.3

4.0

1.0

1.3

1.0

0.3

0.3

0.9

1.7

4.7

2.0

0.4

1.3

0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8

0.8 0.8

suggested washroom elevation

10.9
0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9

3.2

1.3

0.8
1.9

7.6

4.7

suggested washroom layout
2 stalls

1.8

3.2
0.6 0.9 0.9

10.3

2.4

1.0

3.0

2.0

1.0

1.4

1.0

1.0

2.5

1.0

0.8 0.8

0.6

0.8

1.9

5.0

septic tank size
30m2, 8,000 gallon capacity

2.5

2.4

1.4

5.0

5,800 gallon min. septic tank size

0.5 0.8 0.8 0.5

0.6
2.0

1.0

250 occupancy load:

2.6

1.9

wastewater flow 10-20 per student
(gallons / unit / day)

WC stall size

sink layout

7.6

4.7

1.0

minimum WC layout

2.5
1.9

1.4

suggested washroom layout
2 stalls

0.2

2 toilets (teachers)
1 sink (teachers)
1 toilet (service)
1 shower (service)
1 sink (service)

2.0

1.0

septic tank size
30m2, 8,000 gallon capacity

0.6

sink layout

1.0

5.0

10.3

5,800 gallon min. septic tank size

0.5 0.8 0.8 0.5

1.9

furniture
fixtures &
equipment

0.6

WC stall size

5.0

2.0

2.1

1.5

wastewater flow 10-20 per student
(gallons / unit / day)
250 occupancy load:

2.6

The Serivce bathroom must be isolated and accessed independently from
the rest of the campus. It should function as a semi-private bathroom for
the groundskeeper and other service staff.

0.2
0.6 0.8 0.6

1.0

minimum WC layout

118

S.302-S.303

standards and requirements

1.0
0.2
0.6 0.8 0.6

space title

design considerations

Individual lockable stalls. Bathrooms must be adjacent to new/enlarged
septic. Toilets to be plumbed. Septic connection is preferable to pit toilets.

1.4

program

space data sheet

Pre-School & Primary School

The Girls and Boys Bathrooms accomodate the students.
adjacencies

05

clover school

lockable stalls

kampala, uganda
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lockable stalls
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Security Booth

room code
area

Pre-School & Primary School
program function

occupants

The Security Booth monitors visitors to the school. It monitors traffic in and
out of the campus and ensures the safety of the school.

adjacencies

S.310
2 m2

space title

Groundskeepers Quarters

room code
area

1 Security Officer

Parking
Drive
Front Entrance

program function

occupants

The Groundskeepers Quarters accomodates the school groundskeeper
and security guard. This person lives on campus 24/7 and maintains the
school campus.

adjacencies

furniture
fixtures &
equipment

1 Standing Desk
Storage

standards and requirements

15 m2
1 Groundskeeper

Service Bathroom

1.0

2.0

1.5

1.0

1.0

2.5

2.5
1.9

2.5

1.0

3.0

rainwater reclamation system
1.8

3.2
0.6 0.9 0.9

3.2
0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8
0.4
0.9

1.7

4.7

2.0

suggested washroom layout
46 stalls

special
equipment

atmosphere / evocations

guard watchful marker entrance doorway greeting secure friendly family
enter here welcome

//w.gavinrobb

clover school

1.0

1.3

security

1.0
1.0

4.0

1.0

3.6
2.0

1.5

suggested washroom layout
4 stalls

3.2

1.7
0.2

1.7
10.9

1.3

1.0

2.0

1.0

3.6

1.3

4.0

1.0

1.3

1.0

0.3

0.3

0.9

1.7

4.7

2.0

0.4

1.3

0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8

0.8 0.8

suggested washroom elevation

10.9
0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9

3.2

1.3

0.8
1.9

7.6

4.7

suggested washroom layout
2 stalls

1.8

3.2
0.6 0.9 0.9

septic tank size
30m2, 8,000 gallon capacity

2.4

rainwater reclamation system

5.0

10.3

5,800 gallon min. septic tank size

2.5

1.0

3.0

suggested washroom elevation

5.0

0.6

1.0

2.0

2.5

1.4

1.0

0.8 0.8

1.9

1.0

0.8

0.6

2.0

1.0

2.4

1.4

10.9
0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9

0.2

1 Bed
1 Desk & Chair
1 Closet

0.6

0.6

2.6

7.6

4.7

suggested washroom layout
2 stalls

250 occupancy load:
WC stall size

sink layout

1.9

wastewater flow 10-20 per student
(gallons / unit / day)

0.5 0.8 0.8 0.5

2.5
1.9

1.4

1.0

minimum WC layout

septic tank size
30m2, 8,000 gallon capacity

0.6

sink layout

1.0

1.0

10.3

5,800 gallon min. septic tank size

0.5 0.8 0.8 0.5

1.9

furniture
fixtures &
equipment

0.6

WC stall size

5.0

2.1

250 occupancy load:

minimum WC layout

5.0

2.0

2.1

1.5

wastewater flow 10-20 per student
(gallons / unit / day)

0.2
0.6 0.8 0.6

1.0

2.6

The Groundskeepers Quarters is effectively a small apartment. Entrances
must be physically separated from the rest of the school.

standards and requirements

1.0

120

S.311

design considerations

The Security Booth should be a soft barrier to the campus and monitor all
visitors entering the front gate. A window and exterior desk is required.

0.2
0.6 0.8 0.6

program

space data sheet

Pre-School & Primary School

design considerations

1.4

05

10.9

suggested washroom layout
46 stalls

N/A

special
equipment

atmosphere / evocations

lockable on off-hours

kampala, uganda

1.5

suggested washroom layout
4 stalls

3.2

guard maintenance home sanctuary apartment domestic cozy recharge
refresh private hidden shielded presence
tucked corner

//w.gavinrobb

clover school

security

N/A
N/A
N/A

lockable on off-hours
semi-public
parents allowed in to
pick up students
exam-ready room

kampala, uganda
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Learning Resource Center

room code
area

Pre-School & Primary School
program function

occupants

The Learning Resource Center is part library, part specialized classroom,
part art room. It holds books and resources for the running of the school.
It also contains the computer lab.

adjacencies

K.400
40 m2
up to 35 students
1 teacher / librarian
Outdoor Space
Dining & Event Space
Computer Lab

design considerations
furniture
fixtures &
equipment

Bookshelves
Storage
3-4 Tables
20-30 chairs

standards and requirements

1.4

Computer Lab

room code
area

Pre-School & Primary School
program function

occupants

The Computer Lab is located within the library but should have a separate
lockable room or partition. Computers should be secured (either as laptops
in secure storage or in a secure room).

Highly valuable computers need secure storage. Laptops are preferable
so the entire Learning Resource Center can be used. Secure storage and
indirect light.

0.6
0.9

adjacencies

K.401
18 m2
up to 25 students

Learning Resource Center

furniture
fixtures &
equipment

Computer Desks
Equipment storage

group study area

0.8
1.2

individual study carrels

1.4

0.6
0.9

1.3

1.2
0.6 0.6

typical book stack

group study area

0.8
1.2

individual study carrels

minumum clearances
for library reading room

group study room

group study room

central catalog
index computer

central catalog
index computer

magazines, periodicals

magazines, periodicals

book stacks

book stacks

information, lending desk

information, lending desk

suggested layout for large library / media center

suggested layout for large library / media center

special
equipment

atmosphere / evocations

Library storage cozy warm light comfortable chairs group work singing
coloring playing reading
social gathering field trip special class special day art room fun joyful
quiet respite soft woolen filtered
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1.4
0.6

1.8
0.6 0.9

typical book stack

1.6
0.8

1.2
0.6 0.6

0.8

2.3

1.0

1.3

2.3

1.4
0.6

minumum clearances
for library reading room
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space title

standards and requirements

1.8
0.6 0.9

1.6
0.8

0.8

program

space data sheet

design considerations

The Learning Resource Center should be securable and access should be
controlled. Storage and bookshelves are critical and should be maintained
in good order.

1.0

05

clover school

security

N/A
atmosphere / evocations

lockable
private and monitored

kampala, uganda

work digital group play exploration connect internet programming graphics
special class
clean organized compact knowledge encyclopedia
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equipment

Computers - laptops or
desktops
Computer accessories
Printer

security

lockable on off-hours
semi-public
parents allowed in to
pick up students
exam-ready room

kampala, uganda
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Kisoboka Center

room code
area

Pre-School & Primary School
program function

occupants

The Kisoboka Center is the social heart of the school. Here, mothers and
grandmothers of Clover students gather to learn skills and make crafts. It
is highly social and presents the large community in the school.

adjacencies

K.410
70 m2
15-30 Family Members
Kisoboka coordinator
Daycare
Dining & Event Space
Playgrounds

design considerations
furniture
fixtures &
equipment

3-4 Tables
15-30 chairs

standards and requirements

space title

Dining & Event Space

D.500

room code

120 m2

area

Pre-School & Primary School
program function

200 Students
15-30 Family Members

occupants

The Dining & Event Space is flex space dispersed throughout the campus
in clusters. It accomodates the daily meal and provides gathering spaces
for social events like graduation.

Kisoboka Center
Learning Resource Center
Playgrounds
Primary Classrooms
Outdoor Kitchen

adjacencies

The Dining & Event Spaces should be dispersed by classroom block and
adjacent to handwash stations. Spaces should be covered and seating
should be accomodated.

Flexible tables / chairs
Mats

furniture
fixtures &
equipment

standards and requirements
1.4
0.6

0.6 0.8 0.6

1.3

7.5

group study area

0.8
1.2

individual study carrels

kitchen

4.7

14.6

minimum spacing required for
round table (4-6 people)
1.5

1.8

minumum clearances
for library reading room

0.8 0.9 0.8

3.2

2.3

2.0

minimum spacing required for
snack and dining area (9 people)
11.7

1.8
0.6 0.9
0.6
0.9

typical book stack

5

1.4

1.2
0.6 0.6

2.

1.6
0.8

0.7

2.

5

0.8

program

space data sheet

design considerations

The Kisoboka Center can be moveable and flexible and be set up anywhere.
It should, however, have a marker or center-making device. Everything flows
around and through it, it anchors the school in love.

1.0

05

0.9

dining area

1.8

1.9

magazines, periodicals

8.2

central catalog
index computer

1.8

0.3

group study room

book stacks

WC

WC

information, lending desk

suggested layout for kitchen and cafeteria
300 students

suggested layout for large library / media center

special
equipment

atmosphere / evocations

community hands family love tenderness little ones bonds center resonant
connection gossip talk wrinkles work together reflect gather here
weave and sew
center and love
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N/A

special
equipment

atmosphere / evocations

N/A

eat together social refresh break bread warm friends
security

none, flex space

kampala, uganda

security
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space title

Playgrounds

room code
area

Pre-School & Primary School
program function

occupants

The Playgrounds for both the Primary School and Pre-School function as
open joyful spaces of play and physical activity. The Pre-School playgrounds
should be physically separated if possible.

adjacencies

design considerations

Playgrounds should be integrated into landscape design and designed
according to age appropriateness. The Pre-School playground will need to
be more secured and required physical separation for safety.

furniture
fixtures &
equipment

L.600-L.601
300 m2

05

program

space data sheet
space title

Drive & Parking

room code
area

Pre-School & Primary School

200 Students
15-30 Family Members
Primary Classrooms
Pre-School Classrooms
Outdoor Kitchen
Kisoboka Center
Rainwater Tanks
Playground Equipment

standards and requirements

program function

occupants

The Drive and Parking accomodates cars dropping off students and the
Clover van which shuttles students from Busega.

adjacencies

P.700-P.701
353 m2
1 School Van
4 Cars
Security Booth

design considerations

The Drive and Parking should be segregated as much as possible from
the rest of the campus and relegated to the entrance. 5 parking spaces
are ideal. Drive must accomodate turning radius of van and typical cars.

furniture
fixtures &
equipment

N/A

standards and requirements

6.0

15.0

6.0

15.0

playground equipment examples

20.0

6.0

20.0

6.0

playground equipment examples
2.5

2.5

R6.0

R6.0

2.5

minimum turning radius width

standard parking space

special
equipment

atmosphere / evocations

play physical activity jump run breath swing somersault flip catch games
tag swing climb clamber learn

//w.gavinrobb

4.7
2.5

5.5

standard parking space
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5.0

5.0

4.7

5

2.

5

2.

2.5

R3.5

clover school

R3.5

2.5

5.5

standard parking space

minimum turning radius width

N/A

standard parking space

special
equipment

atmosphere / evocations

N/A
N/A
N/A

entry parking promenate automobile transition checkpoint separate
security

none, flex space

kampala, uganda

security
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Child Friendly Schools

1. Inclusive of Children.

The Child friendly schools approach
was developed by UNICEF.

The school should be fit for children in
various aspects like ergonomics, spatial
qualities, general environment among
others.

The Child-friendly model puts the
child at the centre of holistic learning
and teaching environment with six
key dimensions. These dimensions
are firmly embedded within these
standards with the aim of creating an
enabling physical environment fit for
every child’s education.

The six key dimensions which a school
must consider are as follows;
1. Inclusive of children.
2. Secure and

protective.

3. Healthy.
4. Effective with

children.

5. Sensitive to gender.
6. Involved with

communities.
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2. Effective with Children

3. Sensitive to Gender

The school environment should ensure
active learning both indoors and
outdoors while ensuring effective play
for development of motor skills.

The school should respond to the spatial
needs of both male and female students in
the classrooms, washrooms, playground,
among others.
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4. Secure and Protective

5. Healthy

The school environment should ensure
that all spaces are safe and accessible
for children and within view at all times.

The school needs to be clean at all times
and should observe water and sanitation
needs by ensuring availability of clean
water for the children with appropriate
washrooms.
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6. Involved with Communities

05

program

community

The project will create an opportunity for
the community to get involved through
the design stage of the school through
sharing their visions for the school, it also
creates opportunity for the community to
get involved in the construction through
the provision of labor, supplying materials
and putting their unique craft skills to use
in different aspects of the building.

The school should ensure that the
people of the community are involved in
various aspects like, educating children,
maintaining the school, among others.
Also the school has potential to serve
as the heart of the community through
providing space for community activities.

This nature of involvement will create a
sense of ownership for the school within
the community and be able to create
employment for people involved in the
process of building and maintenance. This
in the long run will inject more money into
the community.

SCHOOL ACTIVITIES
LEARNING

PLAY

ASSEMBLY
STUDENT COMMUNITY
LEARNING INTERACTION

SCHOOL MULTI PURPOSE
SPACE

INCOME GENERATION
SOCIAL INTERACTION

MOTHER’S
WORK SPACE

COMMUNITY
MEETINGS

TRAININGS

COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES
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Sustainable Goals
By designing intelligently, we aim to achieve 100%
sustainable energy and water use. The renewable
systems will be augmented by city-supplied services
as a backup system. In addition to being “green,” this
strategy will reduce operational costs.

Climate Systems
Because of the equatorial climate, very few building systems are required to achieve a comfortable
interior environment. The climate is divided into four
major periods — two dry seasons and two rainy
seasons. During the dry seasons the heat can reach
uncomfortable levels, which is mitigated by the high
altitude of Kampala and the prevailing winds over
the site. During the rainy seasons it is generally
cooler, with frequent and severe rainstorms.
Generally, heating is not an issue. The climate
provides enough ambient and direct heat which
generates a comfortable interior climate.

is roughly consistent throughout the entire year. The
weather is mostly sunny except in the rainy season.
By using solar panels and power storage throughout
the project, we will be able to meet a significant
amount of the power needs of the school through
renewable sources. Additionally, we will deploy
intelligent lighting strategies to rely on natural
lighting as much as possible to reduce power use.
Ultimately the power needs for the school are much
lower than a comparable school in a less equatorial
climate. By strategically designing the power systems of the school, we hope to lessen the reliance
on city power and electric use in general as much
as possible.

Water Systems

Water pressure in Kampala is typically provided
by elevated tanks which are filled from rainwater
harvesting or from city water. Water from both
Interior cooling is required but not aggressively sources is typically not potable and needs to be
so. Typically an air conditioning unit is used in of- filtered or boiled before consumption.
fice spaces, but classrooms are typically not air
Harvesting and filtering rainwater is the most ecoconditions.
nomical and sustainable choice to meet the water
By using natural cross-ventilation and taking advan- needs of the school. We have partnered with the
tage of the wind conditions on the site, we will be Ugandan Water Project, who have performed an
able to achieve a comfortable climactic environment initial assessment of the new school site.
without the use of mechanical cooling or heating.
The Ugandan Water Project provides turnkey water
systems and have constructed these at multiple
Power Systems
schools in Uganda, both rural and urban. Using four
10,000L tanks and a series of automatic pumps,
In Kampala, the power supply is variable and ex- the team at the Ugandan Water Project estimates
pensive. Blackouts and brownouts are frequent, that Clover can easily meet all water needs without
especially during heavy storms. Electricity supplied relying on city water.
by the city is expensive and becoming more so.
As with the solar power system, we will maintain
However, conditions are nearly perfect for solar the connection to city-supplied water to ensure
power. Because of its equatorial location, the sun is constant water supply when the rainwater system
nearly overhead for the entire day and the day length is inadequate.
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Rainwater Reclamation
Uganda Water Project

Given the school population and water
needs, it is estimated that 4674 litres
would be required for daily use in the
school.

This is a is a non-profit organization
bringing clean, safe, accessible
water and other catalyst resources to
communities in Uganda.

To ensure efficiency, the school would
need to harvest rainwater off the roofs.

06

systems

design guidelines

The Uganda Water Project can
furnish and install a complete
system which includes water tanks,
gutters, pumps, filters, jerry can
stands, and wash stations.
This also includes 1 year of service
and parts, and 2 years of service.

Collections from roofs

10,000 ltrs

Pricing for the system is as follows:
$2,000 / tank
$8,000 total

SECTION
Daycare

Preschool

ACTIVITY
washing bedsheets
bathing
drinking and washing hands
cleaning floors

UNIT/ltrs CAPACITY/ltrs/day
2
20
10
200
7
140
20
40

100 drinking and washing hands
3 cleaning floors

7
20

700
60

210 drinking and washing hands
7 cleaning floors

7
20

1470
140

15 drinking and washing hands
4 cleaning floors

7
20

105
80

330 Cooking food
330 washing utensils
2 cleaning floors

1
2
20

330
660
40

Resource centre

2 cleaning floors

20

40

Sick bay

3 washing bedsheets
3 drinking

2
1

6
3

12
20

240
400
4674

Primary

Administration

Kitchen

Compound
TOTAL

140

POPULATION
20
20
20
2

20 watering plants
20 cleaning
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10,000 ltrs

10,000 ltrs

10,000 ltrs

Handwash and Filling Stations
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Goals for Power Use
Kampala mainly runs on Hydro
Electricity with many homes and
institutions using solar power as an
alternative to reduce costs.

Design that favors & facilitates the use of
alternative sources of power like Solar energy.

Schools would require power for:
Lighting

Electronics

Cooling

To ensure more efficient use of power:

Design that favors thermal comfort through
ensuring natural ventilation of rooms.
Materials used like fired clay bricks ensure
good thermal comfort in both hot and cool
conditions

Saving on lighting bills through maximising
natural daylighting techniques in design.
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Given the new population of the school,
a new septic tank is required to serve
the growing poulation. Estimating
from the UNHCR septic tank sizing,
calculator we are able to generate the
required sizing.

The existing conditions indicate a
septic tank that serves the existing
semi detached house whose previous
occupancy capacity is estimated to have
been 12 persons.
The chambers are not in a good
condition and will require repairs.

F401/2016A - MSEXCEL SEPTIC TANK SIZING CALCULATION TOOL
 This sizing calculation tool has been designed to assist UNHCR and WASH actors correctly size septic tanks in
displaced settings taking into account numbers of users, wastewater and sewage flows, sludge and scum
accumulation rates, desludging periods, liquid retention times, and average annual ambient temperatures.
 The tool can be used for any size of septic tank from individual household units, to larger structures treating
communal toilet blocks, or groups of households connected by a communal sewer.
 Septic tanks should only be used where there is at least 40 litres/pers/day of combined wastewater and sewage.
 Note that septic tanks are only effective at reducing between 30% - 40% of COD (Chemical Oxygen Demand) and
BOD (Biological Oxygen Demand). Anaerobic Baffled Reactors (ABRs) may be a more suitable treatment option
where the quality of septic tank effluents are regulated by local governments (e.g. urban contexts).
 It is good practice to discuss the results of these septic tank sizing calculations with local government authorities and
members of the displaced community before finalizing the design.
 To use the spreadsheet enter data in the orange cells below. Blue cells are calculated automatically!
UNHCR SEPTIC TANK SIZING CALCULATION TOOL
A) Total daily liquid volume calculation
 Total number of users (P)
300 (persons)
 Per capita water availability (Q)
45 (litres/person/day)
 Percentage of water entering wastewater and sewerage flow (Z)

90% typically 50% - 90%

12.15

 Septic tank retention time (T)

15 (hours) see table below – larger tanks require smaller retention times.
 Wastewater and sewage vol. (A) = P x (Q/1000) x Z x (T/24) =
300 x 0.045 x
0.90 x
0.62 =

7.48 m3

Daily liquid volume (A)
If A < 6m3/day
If A is 6m3 – 14m3/day
If A > 14m3/day

Retention time (T)
T = 24 hours
T = 33 - 1.5 x A hours
T = 12 hours
Source: Franceys, Pickford & Reed (1992) ‘Guide to the development of on-site sanitation’. World Health Organization, Geneva.

B) Total sludge and scum volume calculation
 Total number of users (P)
300 (persons) value taken from cell H22 above.
 Solids accumulation rate (S)
 Desludging period (N)

3

0.04 (m /person/year) typically 0.04 – 0.06 m 3 /pers/yr depending on anal cleansing.
3 (years) should be at least 3 years or greater for proper sludge reduction.

 Average Annual Ambient Temperature

<10°C

(°C) used to calculate sizing factor - see table below.

 Sizing factor (F)

1.3 see table below – colder climates and shorter desludge periods require larger compartments.
 Total sludge and scum volume (B) = P x S x N x F =
300 x
0.04 x
3 x
1.3 = 46.80 m3
Desludge
Period
1
2
3
4
5
6+

Ambient Temperature
>20°C 10°-20°C <10°C
1.3
1.5
2.5
1
1.2
1.5
1
1
1.3
1
1
1.2
1
1
1.1
1
1
1

Source: Franceys, Pickford & Reed (1992) ‘Guide to the development of on-site sanitation’. World Health Organization, Geneva.

C) Septic tank compartment dimensions
 Total septic tank volume (V) = daily liquid volume (A) + sludge and scum volume (B) =

7.48 + 46.80 =

54.28 m

3

Assuming a dual compartment septic tank with the first compartment (of length 2W) twice as long as the second
compartment (of length, width and height W) we end up with a septic tank with the following dimensions:
Total septic tank volume (V) = length (3)W x width (W) x height (W) = 3W 3 m3
Rearranging we get..

2.63 m

Part of the existing septic tank is outside the boundary
wall
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Adding 0.3m of freeboard we end up with the following inner chamber dimensions:
Chamber

Length (m)

Width (m)

#1

5.25

2.63

2.93

#2

2.63

2.63

2.93
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Name: Jajja Catherine Katumba
Craft: Making mats out of recycled straws
Jajja Catherine has a grandchild going to Clover at the
moment.
She makes mats out of drinking straws that she buys from
soda factories. She is helped by her grandchildren to wash
and flatten the straws after which she weaves beautiful
patterns into mats depending on the straws she gets. The
grand children help her with finishing the edges of the mats.
It takes her 3 weeks to make one mat which costs 80,000
UG shs
The straw mats are waterproof, meaning that they can be
washed, they are also not easily damaged by the rough play
of children.
In design and construction, these mats hold potential in
several areas of the school like; regular sitting mats for
children, stimulating patterns in the mats can aid learning
in classrooms, they can be incorporated into furniture, door
and window openings, creating shade in outdoor areas,
playgrounds, among others.
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Name: Maama Milly Kikubira
Craft: Making mats out of palm leaves.
Maama Milly has a grandchild going to Clover at the moment.
She makes mats out of dyed palm leaves that she buys
from the city. She has a daughter who is a teacher but also
helps her part time to make the mats. It takes her 4 weeks
to make one mat which costs 80,000 UG shs
The mats are very colorful and therefore hold a lot of potential in being used as stimulating materials in classrooms.
In design and construction, these mats hold potential in
several areas of the school like; regular sitting mats for
children, stimulating patterns in the mats can aid learning
in classrooms, they can be incorporated into furniture, door
and window openings, creating shade in outdoor areas,
among others.
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Name: Taata Boy

Through brick making he has been able
to make a living and provide for his family.
He hopes that he gets a larger compound
Craft: Mud brick making
which can allow him to make more bricks
He sources mud from the neighborhood in a day to meet the growing demand for
which takes him a week. He then mixes it the bricks in the area.
and covers it for another week.
He also hopes to get more sites from
He places the mud in a wooden mold to which he can source mud for the process.
shape the brick. He makes approximately
1000 - 1600 bricks a day depending on the
size of the open space in the compound
available to dry the bricks. The bricks are
let to dry. He sets them up in a brick kiln
for 2 days and on the third day he sets it
on fire. The bricks are burnt for a day and
the kiln is allowed to cool for 4-5 days.
The bricks cost 190 shs and 200 shs in the
peak season at the workshop
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Name: Taata Boy

Through brick making he has been able
to make a living and provide for his family.
He hopes that he gets a larger compound
Craft: Mud brick making
which can allow him to make more bricks
He sources mud and water from the in a day to meet the growing demand for
neighborhood which takes him a week. He the bricks in the area.
mixes mud enough for 1500 bricks which
takes him a day. He covers it for 2-3 days He also hopes to get more sites from
if it is hard and for 5 days if it is still soft. which he can source mud for the process.
He places the mud in a wooden mold to
shape the brick. He makes approximately
1000 bricks a day depending on the size of
the open space in the compound available
to dry the bricks. The bricks are let to dry.
He sets them up in a brick kiln for 2 days
and on the third day he sets it on fire. The
bricks are burnt for a day and the kiln is
allowed to cool for 1 week.
The bricks cost 190 shs at the workshop.
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Craft: making traditional musical instruments out of hides.
skins and wood

Craft: Metal and woodwork
Location: Mutundwe

Location: 5km away from site
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introduction

site inspection

The Clover School project provides an incredibly
unique opportunity to synthesize styles and methodologies from different cultures to create a bastion
of education and community for the students and
citizens of Kampala.

Our site for the new school campus contains an
existing home on the northern border of the
property. A structural assessment of the building
was performed to determine a) the current state
of the building components and b) the component
relationships and details. The former inspection
As with any new development or existing renova- informs the design of many things, from materials
tion, significant attention must be placed on the and methods used in construction to the amount of
performance and safety of the structures to ensure value or cost that needs to be invested in rehabilithat they provide their services regardless of en- tating the structure. The latter provides guidance
vironmental or civil conditions. Proper structural on the building’s structural load path. Knowing
design ,in this essence, maximizes potential. Our how gravity and lateral loads transfer through the
goal is for the Clover School to stand as an enduring structure is essential to understanding how and
investment in the youth of the Kampala community. where modifications can be made. Both of these
investigations provide critical insight that helps
This section of the report will highlight some of the drive the design of the campus as a whole.
essential criteria for structural design associated
with the Clover School project. There will be a The following pages contain examples of assessbrief summary of codes and provisions guiding our ments of the existing site.
design, as well as a deeper look into the components
of the existing building on site. A summary of the
existing conditions, their context in Kampalan
construction, and their potential with regards to
the project will be discussed.
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basis of design
The Ugandan construction industry has maintained
a relatively steady pattern of growth over the last 20
years. This growth has allowed for larger and more
complex projects to be undertaken throughout the
country, made evident by the numerous number of
buildings exceeding ten stories that have been built
in the past decade. While this growth has helped
usher in more work for the design and construction
industry, it is not without its challenges and limits,
especially when considering projects of smaller or
more regional scope.
Construction methods and technology are simple
and efficient, with regional knowledge or customs
affecting variation and availability. A successful
structure in Kampala will be one that provides
safety for necessary building functions through the
utilization of local expertise and materials. Typical
construction materials for structural components
include clay brick, concrete masonry blocks, timber,
and concrete. Concrete masonry is typically used
for load bearing walls, which support timber roof
trusses. These trusses in turn support light gauge
metal or clay tile to form the roof surface. Concrete,
when utilized, is typically cast in place to form ring
beams which tie together load bearing walls. In
larger structures, column and beam frames are
cast and then infilled with masonry block. Together,
these materials can create robust buildings one to
three stories tall.
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Standard details promoted by the Ugandan government provide guidance to local builders for essential
design considerations such as resiliency during
earthquakes. Uganda also provides guidance on
the evaluation of seismic loading for a structure
as a whole through official code. Both national
guides and code will be used in the design of the new
Clover School campus. Employing design strategies
around the cornerstones of simplicity and symmetry
will be key to maximizing the potential of resources
and labor available for construction. Our goal is to
work within the channels of local expertise to create
a thriving, vibrant, and sound school campus.
As outlined in the following section, there are an
appropriate amount of standards and specifications
providing guidance and regulation for the built environment in Kampala. These standards will be used
in concert with our knowledge of local limitations
to produce the Clover School.
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Applicable codes
The Ugandan government utilizes both national and Load definitions
international codes in its governance of the built
environment. The list below highlights which codes The various components of our existing structure
and statutes we have considered in our design.
will be described in the context of their respective
functions. These functions relate to specific loads
experienced by the structure. The following definitions describe pertinent building loads in detail.
Ugandan Codes & Regulations
Code Amendment UNBS/TC 3
Uganda Standard - Seismic Code of Practice for
Structural Designs US 319:2003
Ministry of Works Standard Specifications

Gravity Loads
Loads imposed on structure that act in the direction of gravity. These are the self-weight of the
structure, the loading due to people, and earth or
soil loads where appropriate.

Uganda National Bureau of Standards Catalogue
Lateral Loads
UK/European Codes & Regulations
BS/BSI codes with amendments from Uganda
The Building Regulations 2010 Document A

Loads imposed on structure that act perpendicular
to gravity (typically). For our existing structure
these are comprised of wind pressure and seismic
excitation.

The Building Regulations 2010 Document B

US Codes and Regulations
Concrete Design Standard ACI 318-14
Steel Design Standard AISC 14th ed.
Masonry Design Standard TMS 402-13
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The following structural reports highlight specific
components of the existing building. Assessments
and considerations are provided for a greater understanding of the relationships between structure,
design, and construction.
Each component is accompanied by summary identifying how the structure relates to key components
of our investigation and design. Photos provide
context and further understanding of the existing
structure.
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Foundations

Foundation Assessment Summary

Foundations for single-story residential structures
are typically composed of standard and repetitive
foundation elements. For a building that utilizes
load bearing masonry walls such as ours, strip
footings are commonly used to support said walls
along their length.

Structural Role

Strip footings provide a simple means of transferring load from the walls above directly to the soil
below. They are sized to provide adequate bearing
for gravity loads and sliding resistance for wind
and earthquake loads. Contractibility is simple,
as the earth is excavated to create a form for the
cast in place concrete. Reinforcing is placed as
required, concrete is poured, and within seven days
the masonry walls may be placed directly above.
Strip footings, once placed, are difficult to inspect
directly. As such, indirect means of inspection are
required to verify adequacy and condition. Closely
inspecting the levelness of the floors that frame into
the foundations will provide an understanding of
settlement of local bearing failure. Monitoring and
diagramming horizontal cracks in masonry walls
will provide insight as to how much heave, or swelling, can be expected by the soil when saturated.
These cracks, if large, can also signify the failure
of a foundation.

Provide adequate allowable bearing and sliding
resistance with soil to resist gravity and lateral
loading, respectively.
Composition
Cast in place concrete with mild rebar reinforcing
Condition
Non-destructive testing does not indicate significant
foundation degradation or failure.
Limits and Considerations
The intent of the renovation and new design is to
limit foundation loads less than or equal to those
currently experienced
Modifications

It will be in our best interest to leave the existing
foundation as it currently resides, as changes to
a strip footing foundation can have numerous affects on the performance of the building as a whole.
Modification or removal will only be approved if
Our inspection of the existing building did not provide additional investigation is provided for a specific
evidence of any significant foundation damage or element in question.
degradation. Some cracks are present in masonry
walls, which will be discussed in the following section, but they do not immediately signify issues with
existing substructure.
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Walls
The walls used in standard Ugandan residential construction are typically comprised of masonry brick
from a local factory or manufacturer. Clay masonry
brick can be broken into two broad categories: that
which comes from a professional manufacturer and
those which are created by local community kilns.
The former are preferred for load bearing walls,
as manufacturers typically have the process for
creating and drying brick set to minimize variance
in material properties. The later are typically less
controlled, and consequently it is preferred to use
local bricks for non-structural use only. Concrete
masonry brick, locally referred to as block, is also
available for construction. Concrete block is less
common for residential projects as material costs
an be significantly higher than clay.

form of small cracks in grout and brittle behavior
due to continued exposure to moisture. The cracks
did not present signs of damage from shearing or
overburden; they appear to be typical of wear over
time and the effects thermal changes have on concrete and masonry structures. When clay brick at or
near the base of the structure on the exterior of the
building were impacted with a hard object, localized
surface chipping and crumbling were observed. This
is behavior typical of masonry that has been exposed
to sustained or cyclical moisture. Water in the form
of rain and backsplash from roof runoff could be
attributed to this degradation.

The concrete masonry wall surrounding the site
does show signs of damage in the form of localized
cracking. These cracks run along grout lines at
approximately 45 degrees from horizontal. These
cracks indicate a shear failure of some magnitude.
Load bearing masonry walls provide the primary This could be attributed to external loading or possisystem for distributing both lateral and gravity load- ble foundation settlement. While internal grout and
ing to the foundations in standard residential homes. rebar will help maintain wall soundness, assuming
When properly reinforced with steel reinforcing and correct detailing has been used, it will be worth
grouted cells, the walls act technically as load- considering repairing the damaged areas of the site
bearing shear walls. They carry their own weight, as walls in the design scope.
well as that of any roof system attachment. Lateral
load from wind pressure and earthquake excitation
are carried to the concrete foundations through
grout and rebar continuity. Due to this dual-system
performance, it is important to understand what
minimum amount of wall length is required to resist
the aforementioned loads. The structural load path,
detailing, and relative wall locations all play a role in
determining what is required to remain. A detailed
dive into permissible demolition is presented at
length in the Demo Limits section of this chapter.
The inspection of the existing building did not provide
evidence of any significant wall deterioration or visible damage. Slight deterioration was present in the
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Walls Assessment Summary
Structural Role
Provide support for roof system (trusses, tiles, etc.)
as well as stiffness and strength to resist lateral
loading (wind and earthquakes).
Composition
Clay masonry brick of various widths: 230mm and
150mm. Mortar or grout is used for brick joining.
Reinforcing is provided via steel rebar and grout.
Condition
Non-destructive testing does not indicate significant
wall degradation or failure. The existing building
contains evidence of thermal and moisture related
damage. The site wall appears to have select cracking due to exterior loading or possible foundation
settlement.
Limits and Considerations
The intent of the renovation and new design is to
limit wall demolition to those segments deemed
non-structural and within the bounds of structural
walls as directed by the minimum length required
to remain by analysis.
Modifications
Placing openings in existing masonry walls is permissible provided said openings do not interfere
with established load paths. Locations of truss
bearings or ties, ring beam connections, and existing openings will all affect the size and location of
new wall penetrations.
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Ring Beam

Non-destructive testing allows us to observe a
few key components of the ring beam. First, the
location of the ring beam itself has been identified.
The ring beam for the existing structure runs along
the perimeter of the building, and does not appear
to continue through the party wall currently dividing
said building into two independent spaces. Selective
plaster removal shows the concrete to be in good
condition, with no cracks observed at the locations
selected for viewing. Additionally, ties were observed connecting the trusses forming the roof to
the perimeter beam. These ties are important, as
they prevent the roof from lifting off of the structure
during an earthquake or significant wind storm.

There currently exist numerous strategies for
collecting lateral loads imparted on a structure
from wind pressure and earthquake accelerations.
Diaphragms, sub-diaphragms, horizontal bracing,
and combined frames are all structural methods for
ensuring lateral load is correctly distributed to the
appropriate lateral-load resisting elements. These
methods all typically employ the use of materials
that are not common in residential construction, with
the exception of some wood-framed diaphragms. In
residential construction typical of Kampala, a hybrid
system consisting of cast-in-place concrete ring
beams are typically used in tandem with masonry
Continuity of a ring beam is essential to its funcload-bearing shear walls.
tion. A break, or disconnect, can significantly affect
Ring beams provide an economical means of tying the existing load path for lateral stimulation and
together independent walls to collectively resist load consequently develop stresses higher than allowfrom wind and seismic activity. Much as a concrete able in localized elements. Thus, there are limits to
floor of an office building ties together the various demolition when considering the removal of exterior
lateral-load resisting elements through its rigidity, or some interior load-bearing walls. Openings, such
a ring beam creates a reinforced, continuous tie as windows and door can be added to the existing
around the perimeter of a building. This continuity exterior walls so long as they do not clash with the
lets separate walls share lateral load. A benefit ring beam. These demolition extents are addressed
of this system is that the building walls, once cast at length in the Demo Limits section.
or placed, act as the base of the form for the ring
beam and offer construction savings. Dowels from
the ring beam into the walls below provide simple,
positive continuity and a means of distributing load.
Savings aside, there is an architectural benefit
to utilizing a ring beam system in a small structure: ceiling flexibility. Without a set diaphragm
spanning the width and depth of the building, the
occupants are now free to add, subtract, or adjust
the suspended ceiling to fit their needs. As long
as adequate wall length is maintained (see Demo
Limits) this system also allows for the adjustment
and removal of interior non-load-bearing walls.
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Ring Beam Assessment Summary
Structural Role
Provide continuous tie to perimeter masonry walls,
allowing them to engage collectively to resist lateral
loading
Composition
Cast in place concrete with mild rebar reinforcing
Condition
Non-destructive testing does not indicate significant
degradation or failure
Limits and Considerations
The renovation intent will be to provide augmentation to the existing structure without directly
demolishing or disconnecting the ring beam
Modifications
If adjustment to the exterior walls is desired to an
extent that requires demolition of a ring beam segment, a new beam(s) will need to be cast to ensure
continuity. There are also opportunities to install
a diaphragm system of timber components to supplement or reinforce the ring beam for modification.
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Roofs
The roof for standard, single-story residences will
typically be comprised of readily available material.
Timber is common, as it is light relative to its material strength, and is affordable if abundant. Timber
also has the benefit of being a renewable resource.
The roof for our existing structure in Kampala is no
exception: it is formed by timber trusses that span
to perimeter masonry walls. These trusses in turn
support rafters, purlins, battens, and the mangalore
tiles adorning the exterior.
Mangalore tiles are thick, heavy, and brittle clay
tiles common in Africa, India, and Asia. They are
simply attached, usually by nail, to a batten that also
supports a mesh-and-membrane substrate. This
system acts as the weather barrier for the roof,
with significant thermal mass from the tiles aiding
in insulation. The battens span to common rafters,
which are supported in turn by purlins. Purlins then
usher their load to the trusses spanning the roof.
This system, while hierarchical in complexity, allows
for construction to proceed linearly. Each member
is designed to carry the significant weight of the
mangalore tiles to the roof trusses, which have been
spaced to limit the mass of the timber members
themselves. The trusses at the existing site have
been optimized, as their diagonals are steeper than
standard construction would postulate. This is due
to the significant weight of the mangalore tiles as
well as the steep pitch of the roof. The shape of
the trusses indicates regional construction and
analysis is comprehensive of the various limit
states experience by the structure. The bottom
chord of the trusses serves two primary roles as
the essential tie for the element as a whole and
the support for the ceiling below. The trusses and
supporting elements are typically pine, with motor
oil used as a preservative seal. Nails are used to
connect the various elements, with the exception of
a few nail plates at select locations.
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Our site inspection provided a good deal of information on the current state of construction for
the existing building. The roof as a whole was on
average in fair condition, with the primary truss
members generally free of delamination or damage
from the elements (water, fire, etc.). There is some
localized damage to the existing mangalore tiles
and substrate that can be treated on an individual
basis. A few rafters have been reinforced by sistering with additional timber. The primary trusses
were found to primarily span from the northern
exterior wall to the southern, with sill plates placed
inconsistently. There are however exceptions, as
sill plates and ties were found in locations around
the existing kitchen. There were also noticeable
air gaps between select trusses and supporting
wall. This informs that an additional bearing point
was introduced somewhere along the bottom chord
(interior wall) or that supported load changed at
some point in time. To effectively utilize the concrete
ring beam, all primary trusses should be positively
tied to said ring beam via some form of metal strap.
It appears that this is generally the case, however
there are areas that may not be tied down entirely.
We will need to address these issues as renovation
of the existing building is commenced.
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Modifications

Structural Role

As mentioned above, the secondary system can be
modified with local timber reinforcing. The primary
Provide support for both exterior materials (man- trusses, however will need to remain untouched
galore tiles) as well as lateral load transmittal to as continuity of the system is essential to performance. Augmentations, in the terms of partial
ring beam below
truss removal, will require significant reinforcing
and construction efforts with significant temporary
Composition
shoring. A truss may be removed in entirety if the
bay of tiles and secondary framing it supports is
Primarily timber: Pine coated in motor oil
removed as well.
Condition
Observation shows fair condition with localized
damage and some timber reinforcing via sistering
of elements
Limits and Considerations
Provided an in-depth review of the construction is
had prior to demolition, the roof secondary elements
can be modified with adequate reinforcing. These
include the battens, purlins, and rafters. The continuity and location of the ring beam and truss ties will
further inform limitations to adjustment. Localized
openings may be pursued for more natural light in
the building
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Existing roof with minor weathering
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Mangalore tiles with pressed form for added stiffness, crack indicitave of britle clay failure under impact
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Demo Limits
The following two images highlight examples of
demolition for key structural components. The
plan view shows the ring beam as it is currently
understood. Modifications, as presented in the
image, reflect the requirement of continuity for a
ring beam in this type of construction. The roof, as
it is currently constructed, does not provide a rigid
diaphragm, and as such perimeter walls require
continuity for resisting lateral load. Walls with ring
beams may be removed, but a new ring beam must
be installed to re-tie the existing structure together.
If a rigid diaphragm is placed in lieu of the current
roof, exceptions may be made to this requirement.
The second image highlights key relationships
between new wall openings, the ring beam, and
roof trusses. Openings may be placed, and trusses
removed or adjusted, provided adequate length
of wall and ring beam remain for lateral system
continuity. The benefit of removing roof trusses
and supported tile is seen in a reduction in seismic
mass, which in turn lowers stresses on the existing
walls.
These images, along with the information provided
in the previous sections, will provide guidance to the
design team as design moves forward.
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W. Gavin Robb
//wgavinrobb design
design architect

Responsible for all aspects of design and
delivery.
This includes coordinating with local designers, contractors, and consultants. Responsible
for coordinating between Clover US and Clover
Uganda and providing material for fundraising
and strategic planning.

Lydia Kanakulya
African Design Centre Fellow
project architect

Responsible for assisting all aspects of design
and delivery.
This includes developing design proposals
and executing drawings. Responsible for
construction and labor management, material
selection, prototyping, and quality control.
Responsible for playground design.

Garrett Jones, P.E., S.E.
Thornton Tomasetti
structural engineer

Responsible for all aspects of structural
design and delivery.
This includes determining and meeting applicable codes, advising on overall structural
strategy, designing structural systems, and
developing structural documentation for
contract and construction.

Doreen Adengo, AIA
Adengo Architecture
architect of record
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Responsible for producing construction
documents and administering construction.
This includes meeting all applicable codes,
writing specifications, obtaining construction
permits, and cost tracking. Will advise on
construction best practices, budget impacts,
construction management, and cost estimating. Responsible for construction oversight
and monitoring construction quality.
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CLOVER SCHOOL PROJECT
May 7, 2019


Sent by email
Doreen Adengo
Principal

ADENGO Architecture
Plot 3, Bata Close
5th Street Industrial Area
Kampala, Uganda
Dear Gavin,
We are pleased to be offered the role of architect of record/ local architect on the Clover School project.
The project, as we understand it, is located in Natete, just outside of Kampala. It has a kindergarten, a Primary
school (P.1-7) and a community space for the mothers.

CLOVER SCHOOL PROJECT

The information below is derived from past experience with foreign Architects interested in working in Uganda, and
promotes professional best Practice.
Defining roles and responsibilities:

KAMPALA, UGANDA

CONDITIONS OF APPOINTMENT
December, 17 2018

State 1
Concept

Stage 2
Scheme

Stage 3
Contract Drawings &
Planning approvals

Stage 4
Construction

W Gavin Robb

W Gavin Robb

Adengo Architecture

Adengo Architecture /
W Gavin Robb

1.

W Gavin Robb takes on the role of the Design Architect and undertakes the responsibility of the Concept
and Schematic Design Phases (Stage 1 & 2).

2.

Adengo Architecture takes on the role of Local Architect / Architect of record and will advise on Kampala
Capital City Authority (KCCA) regulations, guidelines and approvals process, as well as site-specific
information. It is the role of the local architect to ensure that all stages of the project comply with local
laws and regulations. The local architect would be responsible to developing and completing the working
drawings and getting planning approvals (Stage 3: Working drawings & Planning approvals). The local
architect would also be responsible for overseeing construction (Stage 4: Construction).

3.
4.

Adengo Architecture to be included in all communication and meetings regarding the design process.
Adengo Architecture to advise on consultants needed to make the project a success, e.g. Quantity Surveyor,
etc
Adengo Architecture to advise on local material selections.
Adengo Architecture to advice on budget impact and feasibility of design concepts.

5.
6.
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Other items:
7.

The Land boundary needs to be confirmed by a land surveyor.

8.

Gavin Robb and Adengo Architecture to formalize an MOU / JV agreement at the end of Stage 2 Schematic
Design.

9.

Adengo Architecture agrees to the advisory role in Stage 1 & 2 at no cost, however work done in Stage 3 &
4 will be for an agreed fee.

Sincerely,

Read and Agreed:

Doreen Adengo, RA

W. Gavin Robb
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Project Delivery
Project delivery is broken into three major phases:
design, delivery, and occupancy.
The phases are further broken down as follows:

01

concept

02

03

scheme

04

contract

construction

05

evaluation

Design
∙∙ Conceptual Design:
∙∙ Establish basis for project
∙∙ Research, origins, roots

design

delivery

∙∙ Scheme Design:
∙∙ Establish design of project

Project design is typically the longest and most
intensive phase as all of the parameters and
information of the project are synthesized into a
coherent design.
As the design phase progresses, more concrete
decisions will have to be made that will affect the
timeframe, budget, and aesthetic of the project.

∙∙ Massing, materials, details
project status

The goal is to progress at least two schemes in the
early design phase in order to evaluate cost differentials and feasibilities. This will provide a financial
and operational basis in addition to the architectural
one to make a decision on which scheme to pursue.

Delivery
∙∙ Contract Drawings
∙∙ Construction drawings and
specifications
∙∙ Details, permits, sequence

∙∙ Construction
∙∙ Manage prototyping and
construction of project

During the construction phase, the project will
be supervised by the Architect of Record at an
agreed-upon frequency. The Project Architect will
be involved more intimately with the construction
process and will assist the Construction Manager
in material procurement, prototypes and mockups,
and labor management.

∙∙ Training, supervision,
approving
The evaluation phase is a time to reflect and asses
how well the project has accomplished its goals.

Occupancy
∙∙ Evaluating the project
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delivery

lydia kanakulya &
garrett jones
disengaged

project manager
disengaged

performance
maintenance
feel

mobilize

doreen adengo
engaged

oversee

project manager
engaged

doreen adengo
disengaged

quantities surveyor
disengaged

reflect

documentation
interviews
narrative

04

quantities surveyor
engaged

03
cost estimating
community feedback
gut check

assemble

02
01

Schedule & Staging
In the interest of maintaining a clean and bounded There are many adjustments and dependencies that
delivery process, the entire campus will be designed may affect this schedule. The pre-school opening
may be delayed for a portion of the next academic
in the design phase.
year as construction finishes. Depending on advice
Staging and fundraising will be critical considera- from various consultants and project members, it
tions in delivering the final pre-school and primary may be safer to construct the entire project before
school campus, and will likely be limiting factors. occupying it.
It is best practice to fully develop the design of the
entire campus that can be priced with relative accuracy in order to best determine the staging and
Ideally, however, the construction process can be
long-term construction process.
extended and can proceed at the pace of good craft.
There are many options for delivering the entire Once the pre-school is completed and the major
project. The most ambitious, and ideal, is as follows: infrastructural work for the primary school has
been completed, the “finishing” and constructing
1. Entire scheme is designed
of individual classrooms can proceed incrementally.
2. Pre-school is contracted

and constructed per the
diagrammed schedule
for the primary school is
contracted and constructed
per the diagrammed schedule.
This includes:

material palette

structural system
contract system
delivery schedule

delivery

schedule & staging

∙∙ Sitework, grading, and
drainage
∙∙ Reinforced concrete
foundations and structural
pours
∙∙ Significant welding and
large material delivery
4. Site is cordoned off with a

construction barrier and
separate construction
entrance

5. Primary school construction

proceeds while pre-school is
in session.

The recent case of the Avasara Academy in Pune,
India is a good example of this. Designed by Case
Design, the project is a sort of ongoing construction
site as well as a functioning school. The process of
creating the campus is not thought of as a discrete
event before the school can function, but rather as
a continual co-habitant to the running of the school.
Local craftsmen and architects work closely on site
within a constructed infrastructural framework to
design details, material finishes, programmatic
layouts, and room partitions.
There, the project framework is non-hierarchical
and highly collaborative. The design and construction are carried hand-in-hand. It is a “slow” process.

Ultimately, the goal of this project is to do something
spectacular and to do it correctly. The project delivery method and schedule is designed to reflect
that ambition, and to have built-in flexibility to accomplish that goal.

deep roots

identify team
identify place
story / meaning

lydia kanakulya &
garrett jones
engaged

programming
master plan
systems design

placemaking
rough estimating

mar. 2019
dec. 2018

concept

phase 1
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3. Heavy infrastructure work

scheme design
massing and tectonic
material

contract

working drawings
details
material selections
approvals
cost estimating / VE
contract team

project bid

sep. 2019
jul. 2019

construction

phase 4
phase 3

scheme

phase 2

job captains, skilling
quality assurance
material procurement
cost reports
mockups
staging

feb. 2020

phase 5

evaluation

05

schedule & staging
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